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"The worst sin towards our
fellow creatures is not to hate
them, but to be indifferent to
them; that's the essence of
inhumanity". George Bernard
Shaw.
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The Old Farmer's Almanac
lists some of the
rules of
etiquette in the "good old days
the 80's and 90's. Here are a few
of these tips on etiquette.
Dignity.: "To greet someone
by saying 'Hello, old fellow, or
'Hello, Bob,' indicates illbreeding. If you are approached
in this vulgar manner, it is
better to give a civil reply and
address the person respectfully,
in which case he is quite likely
to be ashamed of his own
conduct."
Small talk: "No topic of
absorbing interest may be
admitted to polite conversation.
It might lead to discussion."
Conduct to avoid at the ball:
"No gentleman should enter the
ladies' dressing room at a ball."
Bathing: "Upon arising, take

a complete bath. A simple
rme
ee Cream

washing out of the eyes is not
sufficient. The complete
bathing of the body once each
day is of the utmost importance.
Not more than a quart of water
is necessary, preferably
rainwater."
Bowing:

tard

present home
beginning of a
II e a
regular
milkman that

noway County
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The Weather -‘
Kentueky
Extended outlook Saturday
through Monday
Showers Saturday ending
Sunday becoming partly cloudy
and cooler Sunday through
Monday. Highs in the 70s Satur:
day lowering to near 70 Sunday
and Monday. Early morning
low temperatures in the 50s
Saturday lowering to the 40s
Sunday and Monday.
- -
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Murray State University is Club. Bob Brown of Murray, Doyle Fine Arts Center at 8 pin.
cranking up for an extra special class of 1940, is the two-time as the curtain goes up on the
edition of Homecoming Oct. 20- defending champion in the 18- production of "A Flea in Her
21 to celebrate the 50th An- hole tournament for graduates Ear," a three-act French farce
niversary Observance now and former 'students.
by Georges Feydeau, under the
underway on the campus.
Drama will take center stage direction of Robert E. Johnson,
A crowd of more than 12,000 is on Friday evening.
chairman of the department o of
expected on the campus for the
A reunion dinner for people theatre arts.
;. weekend to enjoy the festivities
who have been involved ...in
The Agriculture Alumni Club
so•
and to renew old friendships
of Murray State will also have a
•
during the 40th annual getdinner on Homecoming eve at
together for students and forwhich the "Outstanding Ag
mer students.
.
0%
Alumnus of the Year" will be
All of the usualy events are
named. Charles M. Moon, Hickplanned--reunions, football, drama act vities at the man County cattle and hog
dances, food, parade, parties, university is scheduled for 5:30 farmer, was honored last year.
golf and pretty toes-along p.m. in. tbe ballroom of the
Halftime ceremonies of the
4
with some added touches such Waterfield Student 'Union football game Saturday, Oct.'21,
Aar
. as a drarntic production to run Building. Hal Riddle of Los probably to be the last
l-•.
•
'
.041Oct. 19-20-21, a building Angeles, class of '42 and well- Homecoming football game in
dedication and a Homecoming known gage, television and old Cautchin Stadium, will
TOBACCO IN ASHES—This tobacco barn, located west of Lynn Grove, was judged a total loss today after a fire of unknown origin
movie actor, will serve as include the crowning of the 1972
concert.
erupted about 10:30 a.m. this morning. The barn, owned by Woodrow Tarry, housed tobacco owned by Johnny Williams. The value
Although Homecoming Day is master of ceremonies.
of the tobacco lost in the blaze had not been reported at press time. Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue unit answering the
Homecoming Queen. A nevi
officially Oct. 21-with most of
The focus will move to the stadium is expected to be read
call were Max Dowdy,Gordon Wirt, Ron Flecher and Aaron Dowdy.
the attention centered on a University Theatre in the Price for the opening garne.of the 1973
Staff Photo By David Hill
morning parade and a 2 p.m.
season.
football clash between the
Besides the 9:30 a.m, parade
Thoroughbreds and Ohio Valley
to be based on the theme "50
Conference rival East TenYears
of
Growth
and
nessee
University -Progress," which .will be
Homecoming eve will offer
headed by Riddle, and the
excitement too.
football clash, other Saturday
Michael L. Stom, son of Mr.
Activities will begin at noon
events include:
and Mrs. Donald Stom of
Friday, Oct. 20, with the third
—An open house at 8:30 a.m.
Murray,
is
now
taking
his
basic
NEW YORK I AP),— Demo- policy intentions toward the
annual Murray State Alumni
training with the U.S. Marine
Two accidents were in- in the offices of the Murray
cratic presidential nominee rest of the world. Gotf Tournament at the
vestigated by the Murray Police State News- in Wilson Hall. Dr.
George McGovern said today
Donald R. Tucker, Murray
McGovern said the United Corps at Parris Island, South
Murray-Calloway
Country Department Wednesday.
Carolina.
No L. J. Hortin, director of jourPresident Nixon's foreign pol- States is isolated from allies
Realtor, was elected viceStom volunteered for service president of the Kentucky
injuries were reported in either. nalism said the public is coricy is one of "unconscious isola- and trading partners by "six
:
The first accident, which dially invited to visit the newly
tionism" and pledged if elected gun diplomacy and failure to with the Marines in September. Association of Realtors, Friday,
He
is
a
1972
graduate
of
Murray
occurred
at 2:02 p.m. on Main, remodeled facilities of the
to supplant it with what he consult," and from the develSepOnber
at the state coninvolved three cars, according student newspaper.
called a new internationalism.
oping nations by attitudes that High School and was employed vention in Louisville. Tucker is
—A reunion of all football
at the Ledger & Times before owner of oneof the oldest and
to police.
The South Dakota senator favor big business there.
captains,
football coaches and
his
enlistment.
said he would as president exdriven
by
were
Jay
The
cars
"We are isolated from reality
largest real estate, firms in
His address is Pvt. Stom, 'Murray and has been a licensed
tend diplomatic recognition to by the insistence that tough
M. Jones, of Louisville; Charles athletic directors at Murray
L. Rose, of Sheffield, Ala.; and State during the school's 50The People's Republic of China, talk and big Pentagon budgets M.L. 401-80-6116, Pit. 2005 F Co., Realtor, for 14 years.
Isaac
a step Nixon has said is not in are somehow synonymous with 2nd Bn. MCRD, Parris Island.
W. Purdom, Jr., Box 406, year history. The group will
Tucker has served as
(Continued on Page Twelve4
according to police.
prOSpect in the foreseeable fu- national manhood,- McGovern S.C., 23905.
president of the MurrayMrs. Dorcas Ann Taylor, wife
ture, despite his own surnmit said.
All three cars were traveling
Calloway Board of Realtors for of Seaman Second Class
"I suggest that we must re44101144C-Y in Peking_
east on Main at the time of the
two terms and is currently on
Taylor,
Randall
called
B.
her
As always, McGovern vowed -Wet thlt-tiMonscious isotationaccident, according to police.
.th-of-direct9Ess-.- 4e--has, -father:in-1aw...1ra
Tay*,
to withdraw immediately from ism in favor of a New Interbeen named Realtor of the Year from Norfolk, Va., to tell him 'Damage.-to the Jones car was to
the war in Indochina, but the nationalism based not only
for the current year by the her husband had
the front, damage to the Rose
called her on
speech he prepared for the City upon our vital interests, but
Murray-Calloway Coun ty.Board his arrival at Subic Bay Iaval car was to the front and rear,
Club of Cleveland was his first also upon the kind of nation we
and damage to the Purdom
of Realtors. At the pi.esentlime, Base in the Philippine
Islands
detailed account of his foreign
vehicle was to the rear end,
he is serving a three year term aboard the Newport News.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
according to police.
on the board of directors for the
The Navy man's wife said
Association of
The second accident-occurred
Kentucky
Taylor was not involved in the
Charles F. Hinds, Director of
4:45 p.m. at the H and H
Realtors.
explosion in Gun Turret No. at
Murray
State University
according
parking
Cycle
lot,
to
A - .life long resident of
Libraries, has received Itn"
The Senate- last week passed Calloway. County, Tucker Two aboard the ship in which 19 police.
•
•
an amendment to • the Social graduated from the University men were killed and ten others
A car driven by Roy Gene appointment by Governor
Security law to make men School, attended New Mexico wounded; however, Taylor said Rogers, Fredonia, reportedly Wendell Ford to the -State ArWASHINGTON (,AP) — Pres- nain peace talks are "in a sen- eligible to receive actuarially State University, and is a one of his closest friends was struck a parked motrocycle, chives and
Records Comident Nixon said today "there sitive stage."
reduced benefits at age 60, and graduate of Murray State fatally injured.
causing it to hit another mission. Hinds is also a recent
The Taylor family had
And he said that his search in the case of widows at age 55.
will be no presidential tax inmotorcycle parked alongside. Ford appointee to the Kentucky
University. He has continued
crease" in 1973 but argued that for the quickest possible settle- Under current law, men are his education in i-eal estate and received a letter from Seaman Damage to the Rogers car was Heritage Commission.
Hinds has been directly
"congressional .overspending" ment will in no way be affected eligible for actuarially reduced graduated from the Kentucky Taylor on October 3 giving his to the front end, according to
original Schedule for arrival
by the fact that a presidential benefits_ at age 62 and full
associated with the Kentucky
might make one necessary.
• -.- -.police:
Realtor's Institute, receiving back
at Norfolk, Va., on
archives and records program
benefits at age 65, and widows his diploma at the state conHolding a 40-ininute news election will be held Nov. 7.
Ten persons were cited for
December 20.
Nixon, in discussing his tax are eligible for full benefits at
under Live successive Kentucky
conference in his Oval Office,
vention.
Members of the Taylor family speeding, according to pollee
Nixon also declared that Viet- policy, said he will rarely visit age 62 and actuarially reduced
He has also attended several expressed their appreciation for records. Citations were also Governors, Albert Chandler to
the campaign trail until Con- benefits at age 60.
'classes at the national level in the concern shown for Randy's issued for speeding and no in- 'Wendell. Ford. He served as
gress adjourns because he
chairman of the State Records
The amendment, introduced order to better serve the safety after the explosion on the spection sticker and no
wants to remain in Washington
Control Board, 1956758, a
publics' real estate needs in ship.
privilege license.
in
the
Senate
by
Senator
Robert
to "fight the battle against rismember and secretary of the
appraising
and
brokerage,
C. Byrd (D-W. Va.), was coing spending."
State
Archives and Records
management.
He promised a succession of sponsored by Senator John
Commission established by the
invitation
an
extends
Tucker
Sherman
Cooper
1R-Ky.).
veto messages aimed at last-.
-1968 Kentucky legislature, the
The amendment . would to the citizens of Calloway
minute legislation that eXceed
first statutory State Archivist,
County to stop by his office
permit
recipients
to
choose
to
his budget goals.
1960-67, and a member of the
discuss
and
located
Maple
at
502
accept
their benefits at an
The President was first asked
State Archives and Records
needs.
estate
their
real
earlier age, on an actuarially
Commission, 1968 to the present
The Calloway County Board for'a response to ,charges 13.•
reduced basis.
four year appointment.
of Directors for the Red Cross, some Democrats that his adThe Social Security ," AdMurray's library director
Chairmen
and ministration has been corrupt.
Service
One person . was killed in a was a junior at Benton High
He responded by listing such miraistaifon estimates that
served on the boards of the
uniformed Volunteers will have
where he was president
School,
accident
one-car
north
of
persons
approximately
1,040,000
American'- Records
a joint meeting at the Calloway charges made by Sen. George
Benton Wednesday night, ac- of his class. He was also vicewould claim benefits the first
,Management
Asiociation, 1960Library, McGovern, the Democratic
Public
County
cording to State Police president of the student council
year, including roughtly 310,000
61 and the Kentucky Microfilm
Tuesday, October 10, at 4:00 presidential nominee, and said
D.E.C.A.
arid
the
club.
authorities.
widows.
Kentucky.
In
some presidential advisers had
p.m. .
Bennett was a member of the Association, 1962-67. In 1965, he
Jerry Jeffrey Bennett, of
roughtly 5,500 widows would
was appointed Chairman of the
quarterly suggested he respond in kind.
regular
The
Benton. was killed when the car basketball and baseball team at
He said he rejected such ad- become newly eligible when the
State and Provincial Archivists
meeting will be conducted and
Benton
High.
Parentin
which
Concord
he
was
New
riding
The
left
the
provision would become efof the United States and Canda
reports from officers and vice because "I'm nor going, to
.....
Teachers Club will hold a road and 'struck a tree,' state
fective in January 1973.
dignify such comments."
He is survived by his parents, of the Society of American
chairmen given.
turkey shoot Saturday and pollee said.
attached
to
The
was
provision
As for what McGovern has
two sisters, Jill and Beth, the Archivists and was reappointed
A new • Red Cross movie,
The car was reportedly
H.R. 1, the Social Security Sunday at the Garvin Phillips
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. to the same post the following
"More Than Coffee and been saying, Nixon declared "I
driven by Miss Connie Ann
Amendments of 1972, which is Farm.
Ray Bennett of St. Petettburgh, year. In 1969, he was appointed
Donuts," will be shown: This think responsible members of
will
refreshments
Clark
and
of
Shells
Benton.
The
now
state
before
When
Senate.
the
Fla., and Rev. and Mrs. C. W. to
Regional Archives Adfilm deals with efforts being the Democratic party will be
the bill is passed by the Senate. be available on the shooting police said there was a "heavy
Biirkhart of Talledago, Ala. visory Councilof Regions of the,
wader to up-date traditional turned off by this kind of camgrounds,
west
two-miles
fog"
located
at
the
time
of
the
accident.
it
will
go
to
ao
Senate-House
Great-grandparents surviving National Archives and Records
services of the Red Cross, which paign."
Miss Clark, and another
Conference to work out the of New Concord.
Nixon also fielded questions
are Mrs. viola Rigrney, Service,serving in thiS capacity
is the oldest American service
The shoot will begin at 9 a.m. passenger, Robert Douglas
differences between the Senate
Waynesburg, tKy., and Mrs., for two successive years.
organization, and to make it about the U.S.-Soviet grain deal
Saturday and at 1:30 p.m. •Freeman, also of Benton, were
bill
and
the
already
passed
more relevant in the present and the bugging of Democratic
George H. Burkhart of
House
injured
Sunday.
bill.
accident
in
-the
and
National Committee headquarColorado.
society.
GO EN AGE CLUB
taken to the Benton Hospital.
Directors and volunteers, ters at the Watergate building.
Senator Cooper explained
The
den Age Club will
Funeral services will be at the
They
are
reported,
in
Addressing himself to allega- that many women—who have
including new members, will
First Missionary Baptist have a potluck luncheon al 12
RUMMAGE SALE
satisfactory
condition
this
have an opportunity to meet (Continued on Page Twelve)
lost their husbands—are in dire
Church in Benton at 1 p.m. noon on Friday, October 6, at
morning.
each other and to learn more
straits-as-they have been unable
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Saturday. Rev. J. Frank Young, the social hall of the First
The
accident
1.4
occurred
to • obtain social security will have a rummage sale.
about each others,' role io the
CHRISTMAS CARDS.
miles north of Benton'on the old Rev. William J. Sullivan, and United Methodist Church. In
Red Cross community, a
Persons interested in buying benefits due to the age Saturday, October 7, from 7:00 Briensburg Road at 9:45 p.m. Rev. Kenneth Hoover wlil of- charge of arrangements will be
spokesman said.
Christmas Cards from the requirements. Benefits applied a.m. to 2:30 p.m, on the court Wednesday, according to state ficiate.
Mrs. Ruby Harrell, Mrs. Katie
The pul2lic. is invited and Calloway County Association for beftara.the age of 62 would be square as a money making
The Fillbeck and Cann Overcast, Mrs. Hildred Sharpe,
police. The three passengers
particularly those interested in for the' Retarded children reduced according to the, project to help the Ileadstart
Funeral Home of Benton is in Mrs. Lela Shackelford, Mrs.
were all 16 years old.
joiningany aspect of Red Cross should call Mrs. Johnny widow's age at the time of Program and the Senior'
Bennett, the son of Mr. and charge of arrangements. Lola Dunn, and Mr. and Mrs.
Volunteer service.
application.
Williams, 753-9235.
011ie Hughes.
'citizens.
Mrs. Jerry Bennett of Benton, Friends may All there.
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McGovern Says Nixon's
P.olicy Is 'Isolationism'

Michael L Stom
Serving In Marines

No One Injured
In Accidents
On Wednesday

Tucker Named
Vice-President
State Realtors

Randy Taylor
Not Hurt In
Ship Explosion

22,

Weight Control
Classes Are
Planned Here Nixon Promises 'No
Tax increase in '73'
The Calloway County Health
Department and Agriculture
Extension Office announces
preparation for a series of
weight control classes. The first
classes will be Monday, October
16, at 10:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.,
at the health department.
Everyone interested in attending these classes is encouraged to pre-register
because the enrollment will be
limited to 35 for each class.
Those enrolled for the six
weekly classes must have a
signed permission slip from
their family physician by the
second meeting.
The six lessons will deal with
relative food information with
some exercise. This is an opportunity for professional help
to better deal with one of the
nation's number one health
problems or to help gain weight
if that
is your need, a
spokesman said.
According to Mrs. Jo Ann
Harmon, local nutritionist,
those interested call her at 7533381 or Mrs. Barletta Wrather
at 753-1473 for information or to
sign up for either the day or
night class.
The classes will be conducted
by the nutritionist and the home
demonstration agent.

10* Per Copy

Special Events Set
For 1972 Edition Of
University Homecoming

"To be what we are, and to
become what we are capable of
becoming, is the only end of
life".. Robert Louis Stevenson.

McGovern
and 2-yearn right about

"A.o.

o-)

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Of all the disposition and
habits which lead to political
prosperity, religion
and
morality are indispensable
supports"...George
Washington.

Two Sections
Today
Twenty Pages

,

Charles Hinds
Named By ford
To Commission

Benefits Are
Changed By
New Measure

Red Cross
Directors To
Meet Tuesday

One Person Killed irl
Benton Auto Accident

Turity_Shoot To

Be Held By PTC
Of New Concord
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Experiment Participants
Given Certificate Award
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We Choose Nixon Again
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the Tuskegee Study got under
way, and worked in the venereal-disease branch of PHS for
the next nine years.
He learned of the study a few
years after joining PHS, Burney said, and added that he
couldn't find fault with it in its
early years.
"In 1935 or 1936 I became
aware of what was going on in
Tuskegee," he said. "Recognizing that there was a high degree of serol9gy ( indication of
syphilis infection) among
Southern blacks and recognizing the hazardous nature of the
treatment available at the
time, it probably was a wellconceived study."
Burney said he also could not
determine why the Milbank
Fund had decided to underwrite
the study, paying for the autopsies and burial of Tuskegee
Study participants.
"I've looked through all of
our records—all that we still
have—and there's nothing there
to show why we were asked to
do this or why PHS didn't do it
themselves," he said.
The early costs of underwriting the experiment ran
around $500 a year and this
year's grant from the foundation was $1,200, Burney said.
There will be no more autopPress agent for the Vietnasy
bills, however. Burney said
mese war.
he was notified several weeks
Diogenes.
Think it over. Perhaps you ago that the autopsy portion of
should thank your stars for the the Tuskegee Study has been
ended.
job you have.

WASHINGTON 1ARI_L-r For
the black men who survived the
c1
n
.tnirdnIaclF
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19fon
iailde
t:rejes
o
n nPith
e
91:6
10
ti:kgailM
1°Dec
lfba:
el'r°IMIhsiee
tti
tah,
first 25 years of a federal sy- -311.
philis experiment in Alabama,
and
the reward was a certificate of tion's technical board
several
appreciation from the U.S. Pub- board of directors for
years.
lic Health Service.
For the past 40 years, the
It read in part: "In grateful
recognition of 25 years of active Milbank Fund has been associparticipation in the Tuskegee ated with the PHS Alabama syphilis experiment, known as the
- medical research study."
Study.
Tuskegee
It was dated 1958 and signed
The study began in 1932 in
U.S.
by Leroy E. Burney, then
Macon County, Ala. Over the
surgeon general, and now presiyears, at least 430 syphilitic
dent of the New York foundablack men were never given
tion which, for 40 years, has
treatment for their disease so
underwritten the cost of bathat PHS doctors could deterying victims of the Tuskegee
mine through eventual autopsy
Study.
what damage untreated syphilis
Dr. Burney said in an inter- does to the human body.
view he did not recall the cerAt least 28 of the men who
tificates and did not know who participated died as a direct redecided to distribute them.
sult of untreated syphilis.
Burney was surgeon general
Dr. Burney joined the Public
in the Eisenhower achninis- Health Service in 1932, the year

Cincinnati
Four years ago when the editors of The
-Howard
Scripps
other
Post and Times-Star and
they
nce,
confere
l
editoria
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newspapers met
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Nixon
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that
r
togethe
decided
choice for President at that time.
best
4:=
They believed then that Nixon offered the
in
policy
l
nationa
in
s
change
71
,
Z:0:7 ehope of bringing about
CZ'
orderly fashion.
able to show
Hal Boyle
They believed he was best
Ii
1968.
in
country
,
the
divisiveness which beset
ramThey believed he was best able to slow the
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govern
of
cost
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pageous growth
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a
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4,41se,
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,
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By HAL BOYLE
Now,four years later, the Scripps-Howard editors
ed
deliver
NEW YORK (AP) — The
has
he
because
not
Nixon—
choose
again
man Ffeel sorriest for in Amerperfectly on all of these problems, nor because he
ica is the man who doesn't like
the
of
most
on
because
But
has performed miracles.
his job or enjoy his work.
has
overriding problems, the really giant ones, he
Of course, all of us at times
able
MENTAL
complain about the ordeal by
made solid progress. In some ways, remark
HEALTH
which we earn our daily bread.
progress.
TIMES FILE
LEDGER
We may dislike the hours we
ERS
growth
MATT
s—the
intment
disappo
There have been
work or find the man at the
are
still
e,
instanc
for
ment,
and cost of govern
next desk or machine a dull nothe
at
ee
employ
g
M.D.
Bertram S. Brown,
Tremon McCuiston, a foundry
soaring, partly because of new Nixon spendin
nentity, the girls in the office
d Murray Manufacturing Company, fatally injured
Director
too homely, the straw boss an
programs, partly because of a spend-minde
in some way became entangled
National Institute of
anachronistic Neanderthal, or
"We didn't realize we should
By GORDON HANSON
Democratic_ Congress, partly because of past infla- early today when he
Mental Health
become annoyed because the
of equipment. He was 44 and had been
piece
a
in
have gone to the meeting,"
Associated Press Writer
tion.
office cafeteria serves too few
Cynthia's mother, Mrs. George
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)
The war in Vietnam is not ended. But more than employed by Tappan since 1949.
meatballs with the spaghetti.
the
of
meeting
the
at
ed
home.
discuss
"She wants,no help other 'than Griffin said Tuesday.
brought
were
policies
been
New
have
troops
an
Americ
500,000
But, on the whole, most of us public support to put her own
Mrs. Griffin said that before
te Calloway County Farm Bureau held at the Calloway Doctors'Prescriptions
Nixon has been unrelenting in his efforts to negotia
are reasonably content with the grave stones back," says the Cynthia left she wrote a letter
The view has been advanced
County High School on October 2. Noble Cox is
work we do and wish only that mother of Cynthia Frederick. 'to City Councilman Jack
a truce, if not a Peace.
by some that the prescribing
ions
resolut
and
is
pment
it
war,
develo
policy
the
the
it
would pay better.
of
ending
an
in
chairm
ed
succeed
If he is not
"Can you make it clear that Woods. "This was a request to
habits of America's physiians
It must be horribly galling to Cindy wants no charity?"
in committee.
ists
rising
Commun
a
reset the stones," Mrs. Griffin
to
ng
diehard
contributi
the
be
may
because
wholly
almost
the soul, however, actually to
of drug abuse.
spent hours said. "Cynthia had no idea an
21,
Cynthia,
A membership clinic for District I of the Business incidenceNational
Hanoi have been so mistakenly convinced that the
Institute of
hate your work and feel you patiently and gently fashioning organization like the cemetery
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MULTIPLEX
Not Exactly as Pictured

1 00% - 60" Wide

DOUBLE KNIT
MATERIAL

CUT HEAT
BILL

Values to 23.98
Prints & Solids
- Big K
Rog. p2.97

up to

50

25% °ff$223yd

SUPER SAVINGS ON BEAUTIFUL FESTIVE
No Iron!

KING SIZE
BEDSPREADS'

some
book.
some
movie.

PERMANENT PRESS, NO-IRON KING SIZE
MUSLIN SHEETS AND PILLOWCASES.

CASSETTES

99c

STORM.WINDOWS
Reg
7C P-ack

3 blank cassettes.

-4

cavalier
A
bedspread in a deeply
Woven tapestry bordered with a rich
ball fringe.
Assorted colors.
120X 120"
Made of ''Wintuck,
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100%
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acrylic.
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Mal

Many colors.
Reg. 1.17

NFL FOOTBALL GAME
TRASH BAGS
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3 bushel capacity.
35 count.

UTILITY
TABLE
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'Du Pont cert. Mark

Don't Wait
Too Late!!

Play with the pros in this exiting football game. Durable
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exciting this electric
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ELECTRIC OUTLET

9-9 Mon.-Sat,
"T-Sundays

Bel Air Shopping Center
3i Acres of Free Parking!
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

753-8777

BANKAMERICARD

Ipacks
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Auburn, Ole Miss To Tangle
For First Time In 19 Years
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Auburn and Ole Miss boned
up Tuesday for their tangle in
Jackson, Miss., Saturday-their
first in regular-season play
since 1953-with Auburn Coach
Ralph "Shug" Jordan dropping
seine harsh Words on his
Tigers' practice performance.
"There's no way we can win"
against the Rebels, Jordan
said, if the offense doesn't get
rolling. Rebels Coach'Billy ICI-

LATE ARRIVAL GETS A LATE CHAMPAGNE BATH-Frank Howard,Detroit Tigers player who
*sad the team September 1, gets a champagne bath in dressing room after the team had defeated
thelBoston Red Sox at Detroit to win the American League's eastern division title. Working Howard
over are Paul Jata, left, and Dick McAuliffe, far right. Detroit will meet Oakland in playoff series.
AP Wirephoto)

[lard, meanwhile, drilled his
squad on Auburn formations
and plays to refresh their memories and shore up the defense.
Fourth-ranked Alabama journeys to Athens, Ga., to take on
the limping Bulldogs this week,
Rice entertains eighth-ranked
ISU in Houston and Tennessee,
No. 10 after last weekts 10-6
loss to Auburn, tangles in Memphis with independent Memphis
State.

Alabama Cch Paul "Bear"
Bryant said the Tide is still
hampered by injuries, but
promised, "We won't use that
as an excuse," Georgia's Vince
Dooley, whose team has also
had several injured starters
this year, shifted some slots in
an effort to add depth to the
defensive front.
Coach
LSU
Charlie
McClendon said he was pleased

Late-Season Performance Aids
Managers In Contract Renewals
^

By EARL GERHEIM
Associated Press Sports Writer
Manager
Billy
Martin
couldn't ask for much more except for his Detroit Tigers to
win the American League pennant and the World Series.
Martin,
whose -Tigers
clinched the AL East flag with
a 3-1 victory over Boston
Tuesday-ending a tense division pennant scramble-had his
contract, reportedly worth $65,-

with the Tigers' defensive drills
Tuesday, but •thought the offense lacked coehsion. "Maybe
it's because Rice shows so
many different defenses that
the scout squad couldn't line up
properly in Owl formations,"
he added.
Bill Battle of Tennessee, noting that "the thing Memphis
State does best is throw and
catch," worked the Vol backfield against some favorite pass
patterns of the independents.
Mississippi State worked on
kick coverage during a stiff
practice session in anticipation
of the clash with Kentucky at
Lexington Saturday. "Kentucky
is big, strong and mobile,"
warned Coach Charlie Shira.
"They get after you real good."
The Wildcats "got after" the
phases of their kicking game
that haunted then) in last

week's loss to Indiana. Kentuety Coach John Ray said fullback starter Arvel Carroll, who
has a pinched nerve, is expected to be ready for fillssissippi State.
Vandy's Bill Pace ran the
Commodores through a lengthy
heavy contact workout to prepare for Virginia. The emphasis was on pass defense_ Pace
warned his squad to be ready
for sonic speed from Virginia,
especially in tailback Kent
Merritt and quarterback Harrison Davis.
Gunning for two upsets in a
row over Florida State, the
Florida Gators went through
FSU offense and defense, in addition to sharpening their own
passing and kicking, FSU
Coach Larry Jones said that
because id injuries received
against Kansas last week,
"There will be no rough work
all week."
The-Florida State Seminoles,
*ranked 13th, are unbeaten in
four starts.
Bili Fulcher of Georgia Tech
iireiSed kicking in the- Jackets'
firactice, and. noted, "Although
Clemson is 1-2 on the year, they
always turn in a great effort
against dinegia Tech."
Tulane's Green'Wave coatem
trated. on the passing game,
arid Coach Bonnie Ellender expressed satisfaction with his
quarterbacks' handling of the
rain-soaked football. The defense watched wishbone and
split backfield formation plays
used this season by Pittsburgh,
the Waves' opponent Saturday.

000 and due to expire after the the All-Star break and charged
1973 season, extended Wednes- into first place, a position they
day for one year.
ultimately lost to Detroit.
Boston Manager Eddie Kas"I'm real pleased with the
ko, who had been on the way • contract and very pleased with
out before his faltering Red Sox the way our ball club came on
unleashed a late-season charge in the last couple of months,"
and finished just one-half game laasko-aaid. "It ,was enlightbehind Detroit, was rehired for ening the way we came on and
two years with ,a $10,000 in- I forsee a bright future."
crease, boosting his salary to - Terms of Quilici's one-year
contract were not announced
$60,000.
Announcement of • the two but his salary was believed to
The Murray Junior Varsity
contracts was made just before be about $30,000. He led the
will play its first home game
Boston defeated Detroit 4-1 Twins to a 41-43 record after
tonight at Holland Stadium. The
Wednesday in their final game replacing Bill Rigney on July 6 Tigers will entertain Brazellon
By KEN RAPPOPORT . toss-up to win the best-of-five- Kansas City Royals
Pinked the
and is the fifth manager in six
of the year.
Associated Press Sports Writer game series from the A's, win- Texas .Rangers
in a 6:30 p.m. contest.
4-0.
Also on Wednesday, Min- years to work under Owner
The Detroit Tigers have won ners in the Western Division.
Murray is winless in its first
In the National League, the
ilesotaa which secured third Calvin Griffith.
the chips in the American
The Tigers, who closed out
two outings of the year, dropJR.•SR AJBC
"There should be some ping 14-0 contests to Jetton
place in the AL West by crushLeague Eastern Division and the regular season Wednesday Philadelphia Phillies turned
and
Bowling League
ing-thiThicago White Sox 14-2, changes made as far as pecson- Mayfield. Admission will be
now head west for a game of with a meaningless 4-1 loss to back the Chicago Cubs 2-1; the Team
W..L
13 3
higher stakes.
gave Manager Frank Quilici a nel is concerned," said Qullici. fifty cents for adults and
the second-place Boston Red New York Mets topped the Fighting Four
Pin Cushions
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contract for the 1973 season, We can't be content with the quarter for students.
Next stop: Oakland, for the Sox, will deal Lolich in the first Montreal Expos 2-1; the Pitts- Glory
Stompers
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and the Cleveland Indians re- kind of pitching we have. We
American League playoffs.
playoff game Saturday at the burgh Pirates trimmed the St. The Men
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Louis Cardinals 4-3; the Los Head Pins
hired Ken Aspromonte for at have to be concerned with de"They call us the over-the-hill Oakland Coliseum.
Be bops
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fense."
least two more seasons.
gang and things like that beThe A's ended their regular Angeles Dodgers beat the At- Wild Ones
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Although the Indians finished
WO In.
cause of all the veterans on our baseball season Wednesday lanta Braves 4-1; tare„cincinnati
Martin, who earlier had reInd-Game Mt_
below .500 for the, fourth capsquad," says Tiger pitcher night on a positive note by Reds stopped the Houston As: -----441dh
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174 jected a one-year extension,later changed his mind and said: secutive season with a 72-84
Mickey Lolich, "but I don't whipping the California Angels tros 4-2 and the San Francisco Jesse Darnall
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record, they posted 12 more
think we're that bat"
2-1. In the other AL games, the Giants defeated the. San Diego Randy Winchester
High Ind. Game (HC)
•*1 got the money I wanted, victories than in 1971 while finApparently,some of the book- Minnesota Twins pounded the Padres 64.
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Now Chapeau Wins
Feature At Latonia
FLORENCE, Ky. m AP) English Dancer and Three Martinis were expected to fight it
out tonight in the $3,000 featured race at Latonia over 5,•2
furlongs in the eighth.
Favored Now Chapeau won
the feature Wednesday night
covering the six furlongs in
1:13 and paying $5.60, $3.60 and
$3.40. Harboring placed for
$3.80 and $3.60 and Steve A.
showed, paying $3.80.
Grey Myrtle and Wild 'Melody, 4-7, paid the smallest daily
double since the track opened
in 1959-$7,20.
, The crowd of ,4,011'Wagered
$389,919.

and their future is the league
playoffs and a chance to face
the American League in the
World Series.
Pittsburgh, the East champion, ended the season Wednesday night, losing ta-Boh-Gibs-Onarid-St. Louis 4-3. Cincinnati,
iimeanwhile, beat Houston,- the
team that has been chasing the
Reds in the West, 4-2.
"Now we just have to start
all over again," said Pirates'
pitcher'Steve Blass, waiting for
the playoffs to begin in Pittsburgh Saturday. •
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson said his club is ready
and, actually, much-better than
his league champion team of
1970.
-This has been our best
pitching staff in three years
I've been here." said Anderson.
Gibson finished the season
with a 19-11 record. He helped
his own cause against Pittsburgh by driving in the Cards'
first run with a fifth-inning
single. He also snapped his
record'of most 200-strikeout
seasons by fanning 11 Pirates
and running his total to 208. It
,,is , the ninth season of 200 or
niore strikeouts for hiin.
Johnny Bench hit a fifth-in-

ning sacrifice fly to provide the
Reds' winning run. Earlier,
Dave Concepcion had hit his
second homer of the year for
Cincinnati.
In other National ---Leagtie
-- Gaines, San Francisco beat San
Diego 6-4, Philadelphia edged
Chicago 2-1, Los Angeles
downed Atlanta 4-1 and New
York topped Montreal 3-1.
In the American League, it
was Minnesota 14, Chicago -21
Milwaukee 1, New York 0;
Kansas City 4, texas 0; Boston
4, Detroit 1 and Oakland 2, California 1..
Bobby Bonds hit a three-run
homer in the eighth to give San
Francisco its margin of victory'
over San Diego.' The Padres
had a 4-3 lead on the strength
of John Jeter's two-run blast in
the top of the eighth.
A pinch hit home run by Do/'on Johnson in the eighth broke
.'a '14 tie and gave Philadelphia
a t'ictory over the Chicago
Cubs, Larry Bowa drove in the
Phils' first run in the second iniming'''but the Cubs' Jim Hickman tied the game--with his
17th homer in the bottom of the
inning.
'Claude Osteen scattered eight
hits to win his 20th game for
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TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER I. 1972
1 - SO. CALIFORNIA
2 - OKLAHOMA
3 - NEBRASKA
4 - ALABAMA
5 - NOTRE DAME
6- OHIO STATE
7 - MICHIGAN
6-L. S. U.
9 - TENNESSEE
10- COLORADO

-

116.9
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105.8
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/04.8

11 12 1314 15 16 17 18 19 20-
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IFew_Mistakes' In Morehead Game
According to MSU Coach Fergerson

Pirates 'Starting All Over'
Preparing Fot Playoff Games
By TOM EMORY
Associated Press Sports Writer
"People don't relate to past
performances," said Manager
Bill Virdon of the Pittsburgh
Pirates. "They relate to playoffs and whether you win or
.
lose."
•V
- •
And- for Virdon and" his Pirates and the Cincinnati Reds,
the regular National League
season is "past performances,"
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Los Angeles-. He was backed by
two hoiiie runs by Steve Yeager
and one by Toni Paciorek.
Jim Beauchamp's two-run
homer in thg sixth inning broke
a-1-1 tie and gave New York
Mets' rookie Jon Matlack his
15th victory. Montreal led 1-0
going into the sixth as Bob
Bailey scored in the fourth on a
double play. The Mets' first run
caine on an error, an infield
out and a wild pitch.

Murray State Coach Bill
_Furgersiin cattail _NS _tf-.111.1's
perfortilance against Morehead
its best of the season and said
his Racers have improved each
game despite being unable to
win-as yet.
"The gaine was a fine offensive battle with few
mistakes," Furgerson said of
the 27-24 Morehead victory.
The Racers jumped into a 9-fl.
lead the first quarter and led
until early in the third quarter'
when Morehead went ahead 10-

.9. Murray held leads of 17-10, 1713-,•-and 24-20 before Morehead
.went ahead to stay at 27-24 late
in t4t game. The Racers appeared to go ahead again after
the last Morehead score on a
pass from Mike Hobbie to Jeff
Votaw but Votaw was ruled out
of bounds on the ctach.
Furg,erson said films of the
gaiiie clearly showed Votaw not
only made the catch in bounds
but took a full stride in bounds
before he ran over the goal-line
flag.

Offensive star for the Racers the ball only four times for 16
was tailback George Greenfield
yards but one of his rushes was
who rushed for 205 yards in 39 a-3-yard touchdown run. Ken
attempts. His rushing attempts
Galtney scored the third Racer
set a Murray record and his
touchdown on a 28-yard reverse.
rushing yardage was only 9 shy
Stars of the offensive line were
of a record. He also returned 3 center Mike Perry and guard
kickoffs for 65 yards.
Joe Glorioso.
Quarterback Tom Pandolfi,
Linebacker Bill Fryer led in
who injured an elbow late in the tackles with 12. Safety Paul
game,had his best performance Coltharp and end Joe Echert of the year, completing 6 of 10 had 11 each and linebacker
passes for 76 yards and scoring Bruce Farris and tackle Jerry
a touchdown on a 2-yard keeper. Stanley had 10 each. Farris also
Fullback Jim Engel rushed had a pass interception.
The Racers will play UTMartin at Murray Saturday.
The Pacers, like Murray, are 03 for the season, having lost to
Tennessee Tech 13-10 last
Saturday.
Furgersmin said the Pacers
are a sound team and are improving each game. "They're a
typical
Martin
team,"
Fargerson said. "They're
said his Yellow Jackets showed
agressive, play' good defense,
improvement in kickoff and
and feature strong running
punt coverage. Tech plays backs."
Clemson Saturday,

Louisiana Having Problems
Getting Ready For Rice Owls'
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The complex air attack of the
Rice Owls is giving Louisiana
State Coach Charlie McClendon
problems even before the two
unbeaten football teams meet.
"We have found it very difficult to simulate their offense
for our defense to get ready,"
McClendon said of preparations
for Saturday's game in Houston, •
-Their passing attack is ail
excellent one," he-said. "And it
is so varied that we have had
to spend an unusual amount of
tinT0 -tin it."
,At Oxford"; Miss., Ole Miss
Coach Billy Kinard worked his
'Rebels 90 minutes Wednesday
• ond
stressed'
Auburn's
toughness.
"They come at you from all
sides," he said. "They're a rugged, hardnosed football team."
Auburn Coach Ralph "Shug"
Jordan said Wednesday's practice was an improvement but
still not good enough.
"Things picked Up a little
bit," he said, "but We,-are Stilt

a long way from being ready to
play Ole -Miss. We still looked
sluggish and on top of thatvve
were inattentive.",
Georgia concentrated on defensive and offensive sets to be
used against Alabama and
Coach Vince Dooley said linetacker Ricky Lake remained
doubtful with ap,ankle injury.
• Alabama Coacii-Paul "Bear"
firy-ailt" sent his Crimson Tide
through a workout in shorts,
saying he had to give his injured players a chance to heal.'
-Weneetttado a lot of things
in hill g-ear, but we're'trying to
get some people well and trying
to get rested up so well be
quicker," Bryant said.
Mississippi State Coach Charley Shira called Wednesday's
session in' preparation for Kentucky "a go,od. practice." He
said the nearly two-hour drill
included a limited amount of
_
contact.
Wet grounds drove the Kentucky, Wildcats indoors and
Coach John flay said, "We feel
wg-g-ot something accomplished
-by-walking through our game

plan."
Georgia-Tech went through
heavy drills with emphasis on
kicking and Coach Bill Fulcher

Most Playoff Games To
Be Televised Nationally
NEW YORK i AP> The National Broadcasting Company
Will televise virtually all of the
Amefican and National League
baseball playoff games beginning Saturday. •
' An NBC spokesman said
Wednesday night that the first
NI, playoff game, Cincinnati at
Pittsburgh Saturday, would be
nationally televised at 1 pin.
EDT, followed at 4 p.m, by the
opening AL game between Oakland and Detroit at Oakland.
Sunday, only the- Detroit at
Oakland game will be televised,
starting at 4 p.m. On Monday, with the AL
teams idle, game No. 3 in the
NI, series_ will be televised

from Cincinnati, starting at 3
p.m.
Tuesday, the AL game.at Detroit will be televised at 1:30
p.111., and if the best-of-five NL
series is not yet 'settled, game
four will. be televised at 3 p.m.
'However, the spokesman said
that. only portions of the NL
game would be shown until the
Al, game is completed, then the
rest of the Pittsburgh-Cincinnati game will be shown.
The same procedure will be
followed Wednesday-if both
series have not been decided.
And if a fifth AL game is
needed, it will be televised at
1:30 pin. Thursday in Detroit.

Pep Rally To
Be Held For
Murray Racers
A football pep rally for
Murray State's Racers is
scheduled for tonight at 8:30
p.m, outside the main gate of
Cutchin Stadium.
Billed as an effort to revive
the Murray State Spirit of old,
the rally' will feature the Racer
pep band, cheerleaders, a fire
truck and all the old-time pep
rally regalia.
Students
and
Murray
residents are urged to attend.
The Racers will play
backyard rival the UT-Martin
Pacers, this Saturday night.
Game time at Cutchin Stadium
is 7:30 p.m.
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6
to
10 P.M.
FRIDAY OCT. 6

No Lay-Aways
Quantities Limited

FEMININITY RETURNS - Girls are trading in trousers this
fail and going back to school looking like little ladies. Lots of
pattern 'andlittle care fabrics scale big fashion looks down to
little girl sizes A navy and white stripe sniock with red and
white polka dot derailing. left; is a carefree-blend of Awril rayon

and cotton Washable flannel look-alike junipers madeof rayon
and Avlin polyester are paired with multi-colored nursery print
s blouses. center A machine washable blends lso of rayon and
cotton is navy and white polka dotted, appliqued with a
tempting red apple.

Slayings blamed on tension
well-off economically and
many, perhaps even a majority, of the blacks are poor.
CHRISTIANSTED, St. Croix
Considerable racial militan- The U.S. Virgin Islands are cy has developed in the Virgin
in a•state of shock in the wake Islands in recent years, much
of the mass murder of eight of It on St. Croix. Gov. Evans
persons by a group of seven and island officials have tended
black gunmen.
to play down the possibility of
Four tourists and four resi- racial overtones in the slaydents, seven of them white and ings, not because of concern for
one black, were killed Sept. 6 at the lucrative tourist trade but
the Fountain Valley Golf rather to avoid aggravating
Course, one of this island's who/ has already been a tense
many tourist atttactions.
racial situation.
Although there was no obviThe island's population has
ous reason to attribute racial tripled in the last 15 years.
connotations to the slayings, Public facilities and utilities
which netted the gunmen less are overtaxed and strained to
than $1,000, police would not the breaking point. Schools are
completely discount the possi- jammed, water often scarce
bility.
and telephone service erratic.
Mere mention of the possibilThere has been a growing
ity of racial connotations by re- drug and crime problem, parporters and citizens made it ticularly in St. Croix in the last
plain many residents either few years.
feared, or were prepared tO1WThe fact thirt--May of thelieve, racial elements were crimes involve blacks attackpresent.
ing whites is not, many resiGov. Melvin Evans, the only dents consider, itself so much a
black governor in the United sign of racial antipathy as an
States, said the murders were expression of native-alien re-the worst thing" that had hap- sentment. One widely accepted
pened in the islands.
population breakdown gives
Lying just below the surface native Crucians, mostly black,
! in the minds of residents was only about 30 to 35 per cent of
the recognition that in the ex- the total; Puerto Ricans as
',plosive growth of these Carib- much or a bit more; contibean islands, both in population
nentals, as people from the
1 and in income, most whites are U.S. mainland are called,
By EARL COPELAND JR.
Copley News Service

about 10 to 15 per cent. The rest
of the population is assumed to
be -aliens" from nearby islands. Most of the continentals
are whites who have either retired or have vacation homes,
often of considerable luxury, on
the island.
St. Croix is the largest of the
three big U.S. Virgin Islands,
encompassing 82 square miles,
more than a thousand miles out
si the edge of the Caribbean.

McGaughey
Completes
Ph.D. Work,

1 Table
Asstd. Summer

STOCK
Dresses, Pant Suit,
BIOUSetb, Slacks

Reg. to $29

Robert H. McGaughey III,
assistant professor of jourState
nalisni at Murray
University, , haS completed
requirements for the Ph. D.
Although St. Croix has re- degree at Ohio University and
mained largely a moderate'', will, have the degree officially
and perhaps even conservative conferred Dec.. 16.
McGaughey, 29, fora-wily of
island, politically and socially,
native blacks look down" on_ Hopkinsville, cleared the final
aliens, most of whom also are hurdle toward the terminal
cornmass
in
black. The island was shaken in degree
May by the consecutive slayiunications in September when
ings of a bank president, a he successfully defended his
former legislator and a 15-year- dissertation on the Athens,
old girl. Two submachine guns Ohio, campus.
also were stolen from police
Focused on the final three
beadqueLters.
weeks of the Democratic
Nitiver-attradt-accept isresidentia primarrearnpalga
menial labor, leaving that to last spring, his dissertation is
aliens or imported labor. They entitled -A Content Analysis of
prefer managerial and profes- the Coverage Gil.en the 1972
sional posts and fill most of the Democratic Primary
for
government
bureaucracy,_ President in Twenty Selected
where $98 million of the govOhio Daily Newspapers."
ernment's $124 million budget
A faculty member at Murray
is earmarked for salaries. Unemployment is about 7 per
cent, affecting native young
blacks more than any other
group.

Table
Asstd.

SHOES

ADORN
HAIR
SPRAY

Gitis & Womens

Reg. to 53.97

75%off

13-oz. Size
Regular-Super Hold
Regular '1.72

PANTY
HOSE
Fall Colors

99;

111060
too

Limit 2

CHOCOLATE
COVERED

Sizes S-M-L
New Shpment

-Reg. 88'

-POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT
MATERIAL

- -CREMES-10-0z. Box
Reg. 57'

60" Wide-Machine Washable

44;

Sods & Some Printi

Harvest Day Values

R.

Reg. '3.88 yd.

THUla---FRI.--1AT. ONLY
LAD I ES

Size 81
/
2 through 4
Reg. 9.99

Reg. 21.99 $1

A90
9. Pr.

SPORT SHOES

DRESS SHOES

Reg. 15.99 to 18.99

Reg. 18.99 to 22.99
NOW

Robert H. McGaughey HI

ONE GROUP WOMEN'S

ONE GROUP WOMEN'S

NOW

$1,4%
SAMPLE SALE

LADIES DRESS SHOES

By DELISO & FLORSHEIM

Size 5'/2 B - 6 A - 6/3
Values to 77.00, Just

$12'
MEN'S

lit Quality

PANTY HOSE

2

Pr

813`

HARNESS BOOTS
8- Top
Reg 19 99
NOW

•

$590

NOW

$
14

PITCHER
& -BOWL.

yd.

SADDLE OXFORDS

SLIGHT-DAMAGED

JUST

$ 94

GIRLS

BASS WEEJUNS

EARLY AMERICAN

State since the spring of 1969,
McGaughey was awarded two
fellowships by the National
Science Foundation to 'do his
doctoral work,' The son of -Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. McGaughey, Jr:,, of
312
Riverwood Drive in
Hopkinsville earned the B.A
dega.eltijiiiirnalism at Murra%
State in 1965 and became the
• first student to earn the
master's degree in journalisin
on the campus in 1969.
A two-year Army veterar.
with Combat service in Vie! flan': McGaughey was cow
missioned• an ufficer after
completing-the ROTC program
at Murray State, ,'le is - nosi
assigned to the Flopkinfiville
Battalion of the 100th Trainini
Division .of the U.S. &tin
Reserve. --,
-iisperience in communications Includes work a
radio 'advertising, sales and
production, "nil as an an!wanner at -Cadiz and
radio and outdoor advertising
experience in Hopkinsville.
is married to the former
Pamela „I:Thomas, daughter of
Mr.and Mrs.E.W. Thomas, Jr
'the' Princeton Road in
lI.'pkinsvifte. The • MeGaogheys
live at 918 N. 16th Street in
Murr.ay.

ta

•

Antique Look in
Blue, White, Green

c

STYRO CUPS

Reg. '6.96

50 to Pkg,-7 or 9w.

TOT

Regular

0

GARDEN HOSE
limit 1
50 Ft-Vinyl

Grou r
LADIES
TOPS

SW

Guaranteed 8 Years

Regular
'1.77

,Reg. to 13.99

2of $3.
r
Limit
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HIAIDREDS OF MONEY SAVING SP
LADIES' NYLON

LADIES' NYLON

KNIT BLOUSE

BODY SHIRT

\
No
Lay-Aways

4 different styles in the latest
colors.

3 smart styles in Fall fashion
colors.

Permanent Press • Long Sleeve
• 2 Button Cuff

Long and short sleeves.

Ideal pant tops.

Great to wear with slacks, skirts.

Sizes S-M-L

440,

Reg.
2/'5

Reg.
GIRL'S
KNEE-HI

SOCKS

DOME UMBRELLA

Asstd. COLORS
Chain Link Design

Clear plastic with trim and handle of

Regular 47'

3of

blue, red, white or black.

BEDSPREAD

$1 99
WORK
GLOVES

r .

by Cone

For

Fu;; and Twin
Assorted

BED PILLOW

Colors &
White.

Save
Now!

MR. SHAG

Non-Allergenic
Polyester filled with blue floral
ticking.
Size 19"x25"

;4*
4 \N

„Reg. s,2.94

RUG
MAT

Asstd.
Colors

Regular '2.96
$ANKAIVIERICOID
welcome

FRAMED PICTURE

20-GALLON GALVANIZED

Assorted subjects in frames
of heavy wood.

PHILODENDRON
LIVE PLANT

GARBAGE CAN

Approximately 24" tall.

Strong Galvanized Steel

Plastic pot, bark post
Perfect house plant.

Reg.
'4.47

SWINGLINE STAPLER
TOT STAPLER & STAPLES

Reg. '2.34

Reg.
'4.47

Limit 2

'COLGATE
INSTANT SHAVE

EVEREADY BATTERIES
PACKAGE OF 4

Reg. & Menthol

4 BATTERIES

IVIREAP

As

PEGGY PEN PAL DOLL
SHE WRITES AS YOU WRITE!
HAS HER OWN MAGIC DESK!
14

Off

Seen On
Romper

18" Long with
Desk
NO BATTERIES!

Room

INCHWORM

Reg. 99'

MEW

LITT1 E WHEEL
• Strong Plastic

351
/
2" Long
19" High

• 3 Wheel
Trike

Bright Green!

Regular '12.84

Similar to
Illustration

Reg.
'8.94
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Engagement Announced

Big difference between
ignorant, uneducated

Miss Constance Marie McAfee
Mr. and Mrs. Loran McAfee of Madisonville, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Constance Marie, to William Clayton i Bud' Nall, III of Murray.
Miss McAfee is a graduate of Christian County High School,
attended Western Kentucky University for one year, then took
time out to become an American Airline stewardess for two
years, and has now returned to Western Kentucky University to
complete her R.N. degree.
Mr. Nall is a graduate of Murray High School and obtained his
B.S. degree from Murray State University. Mr. Nall has been
associated with the Department of State Parks for the past five
years, at Kenlake State Resort Park and at Barkley State Resort
Park. On October 9, Mr. Nall will move to Madisonville where he
will manage the Levco Leasing Co.
The couple will make their home in Madisonville following their
wedding.

The Olga Hampton Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring
baptist Church held a special
.i.neeting in observance of the
peek of prayer for state
)tussione at the church.
-: Mrs. Terry Sills was in charge
Of the program on the theme,
"Christ Gave His All For You.
-What will You Give For Him."
Others present and taking
part in the program were Mrs.
Harditng Galloway, Mrs. Jim
Kykendall, Mrs. Bill Collins,
Bobby Starks, Mrs. Gerald
tooper,
Mrs.
Raymond
trawford, and Mrs.—L-0.
--*---Offterrs itte-the-eightli_gr.ade
-Warren.
class at Kirksey Elementary
, The president, Mrs. Warren,
School were elected at a recent
presided. Laura Sills was
busTriesS meeting of the
'named leader of the 8 and 9 year
students.
••
old RA boys and Gene Darnell'
Named as president was
as leader for thc ider RA
Tommy Futrell; vice-president,
group.
Teddy Futrell; seeretary-

Officers Named For Kirksey 8th Grade
tretsare_i, _Kevin Lovett;
reperter, Rodney Black;
recreation committee, Renee
Tobey, Jill Falwell, and
Vanessa Stone:
-- —
James Nix is the class
sponsor and Johnny Bohannon
is the school principal.

Hollavidirugs
hAS bEEN AppOINTEd AN
EXCLUSIVE

HUDSON
FRANCHISE

now,you can buy all your family's vitamins
and household drugs at savings ofupto:00%For over 40 years Hudson has served millions of Americans
from coast-to-coast with quality-tested vitamins and
proprietary drug products. Now, we are pleased to make the
Hudson tine available to you ... at prices that will make you feel good.

COMPARE AND SAVE!

HUDSON
HUDSON
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Sun saw.

COSTS UP TO
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.
50%

50%

9
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U 0S0f•
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50%
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N'fT01.

SLEEP
TABLETS

TO PSOuCt 904000
NATI
SS TAMA-TS

To Irept•Cf 1.0000
SULl•

COSTS UP TO

50%

CC
0.1.• 9•40

II

IRAK

HUDSON

VANTRiN
14,04

EXCEDRIN
.00.14 5011407
•AmORklivell
TASLET
160'SOW,.

40

VITAMIN

211111-

10.1 tOOL I'S
9c
00,118

COSTS up TO

50%
0e)01'

SUPPLEMENTS100 Irls•H•sT.onol Um()

100 CAPS01 IS

$2.45

ISO CAPSut OS

.
40
$5

SAPS 000 1•10,n01.0•0, 0045
41101111t
,
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P00 ItioROMAIN
OI 00101/0.
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)
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,
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IRO Talk!,
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50%

The vows will be read on
Saturday, October 7, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
St. John's Episcopal Church,
1620 West Main Street, Murray,
with Rev. Stephen Davenport
officiating.
Attending the couple will be
Mrs. Carol Myers, sister of the
bride-elect, and Mike Crawford,
brother of the groom-elect.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
2hurch.
All relatives and friends are
:nvited to attend the wedding
ind the reception.

DEAR ABBY: My husband (I'll call him Louie] pleases
me in every way. He's kind and generous, doesn't drink or
chase, and he has been a wonderful father to our children.
He has always been a good provider. He owns a small
construction business and we have a lovely home, two cars,
nice clothes and money In the bank. I have never had to
work outside the home, and I do his bookkeeping.
My rroblem is my relatives They are always making
dirty remarks about how "ignorant" Louie is. (Never to his
face.) It's true, Louie can sign his num, but that's about
all. As a child he was poor, and sickly, and he never made
It thru the third grade
Please tell me what to say to my relatives who never
pass up a chance to tell me how "ignorant" my husband is.
[P.S. When my college educated brother needed a loan,
who do you think gave him the money? My "ignorant"
SATISFIED WITH LOUIE
husband.]

0
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50%

DEAR SATISFIED: Try this: "There is a vast difference between an "ignorant" person and an "uneducated"
one. Louie may be uneducated. but he is far from ignorant.
Many educated people are ign,rant, and there are many
who have had no education to speak of, but are intelligent.
U Louie's lack of education offends you, why don't you just
leave us alone?"
DEAR ABBY: Is there such a thing as a compulsive
talker? If so, my wife leads the parade. She talks incessantly from 8 a. m. until 10 p. m. And then she wonders
why she's tired all the time.
Isn't it a fact that talking continuously uses up much
energy and makes the talker tired'
STOP THE SANTA ANA WIND
DEAR STOP: In answer to your first question: Yes.
There is such a Wog as a compulsive talker. And you will
usually find them married to people with ulcers, high blood
pressure and nervous indigestion. And yes. continuo', talkies can make one tired.
But not half as tired as those who have to listen to It.
DEAR ABBY: The letter fretri "stumped" struck a
responsive chord in me. I, too, knew a church elder and
pillar of the community who was in the habit of being
"affectionate" with women and young girls.
On his 74th birthday be kept asking me for a "birthday
hug' Finally, he pulled me into an empty room in the
church and gave me the most obscene hug I had ever.
experienced. I was only 12, and be was my Sunday 'char
teacher.
Naturally I was shocked, and the guilt and shame of
that "birthday hug" haunted one for years. I never even
told my mother, I was so ashamed and frightened.
Abby, I've read your column since I was e child grow-Mg up in Chicago, and I'm sure young girls_teriay Mill read
your column as I did then. Should this be printed, I hope
all adolescent girls who have similar experiences will do
themselves a favor and tell some adult they respect and
trust. Much self doubts and shameful feelings would be
dispelled if they did.
DIANNE
CONFIDENTIAL to "Hopeful," the 19-year-old male
who has bees praying daily. ("Whatsoever ye ask in prayer. believing, ye shall receive.") Please send me your
name and address. I am familiar with your "Problem" and
think I can help you. It will be kept absolutely confideatial

Mx
State University, sponsored by
the Women's Society, will be
from seven to 10:30 p.m. at the
Carr Health Building. Swimming, volleyball, basketball,
badminton, card games, and
A household and clothing refreshments will be featured at
shower for Mr. and Mrs. C.A. no charge. In charge of
Townsend and sons, Donnie and arrangements are Doctors and
Paul, whose home and contents Mesdames Don Hunter, Mike
were destroyed by fire, will be Gardone, Bill Grasty, Tom
held at the Kirksey School from Muehletnan, Bill Platzer, Karl
Hussung, and Robert Burke.
seven to 8:30 _p.m.

Thursday, October 5
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet in the home
of Mrs.' Linda Waugh, 811
_Guthrie Drive, at 7:30 p.m.

The Women's Auxiliary Of,
Saturday, October 7
Murray Moose Lodge will meet
The Aurora Arts and Crafts
at eight p.m. at the lodge hall, Fair will be held at the Hollow
Amusement Center from ten
The Baptist Women of the a.m. to dusk.
Kirksey Church will meet at
A rummage sale will be held
7:30 p.m. at the church,
at the American Legion
Building from eight a.m. to 12
The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet in math, sponsored by Boy Scout
Rooms One and Two of the Troop No. 45.
Student Union Building, Murray
The Fall Festival will be held
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Hazel Elementary
The WMCF of the Assembly School. sponsored by the PTC.
of God Church is scheduled to SanditOltes, pie and drinks will
be sold stalling at six p.m. and
meet at seven p.m.
the festival will begin at 6:30
- p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Dr. and
Couples Steak Night will be
Mrs. Dale Lemons at 7:30 p.m.
held at 6:30 p.m. at the Oaks
-University School PTA will Country Club. Make reservations • at two dollars per
have a potluck supper at six
couple by Thursday noon. Each
followed by an open house_
one is to bring a wrapped article
of clothing or accessories. Hosts
Friday, October 6
The Golden Age Club will are Messrs and MesdatneS T4.
Collie, Thomas, Jones, and
meet at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Charch James War&
for 'a potluck luncheon at 12
noon. Plans for the bus trip to
_Tenth annual Turkey Shoot byNashville, Tenn., postponed the New Concord Parentuntil October 14, will be Teacher Club will be held at the
discussed.
Garvin Phillips' farm, two
Game Night for faculty and miles west of New Concord, at
staff and, families of Murray nine a.m.

TBIRTHSj
MEADOft GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Meador
of NOW Concord announce the
birth of a baby girl, Robyn
Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. Hopkins of Murray Route Two announce Lynette, weighing seven pounds
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, twelve ounces, born on Friday,
Ricki, to Stanley Troy Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cook of September 29, at 5:50 a.m. at
Louisville.
the Murray-Calloway County
Miss Hopkins is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School Hospital.
and is a senior at Murray State University, majoring in Social
They have ararther daughter,
Work.
Lisa Gay, age four. The father
Mr. Cook is a 1967 graduate of Shepardsville High School and a is self employed as a farmer.
1971 graduate of Murray State University. He is presently emGrandparents are Mr. and
ployed as newsman at WQXE radio station in Elizabethtown.
Mrs. Joseph Meador of Murray
The ceremony will be solemnized at seven o'clock in the Route Four and Mr.. and Mrs.
evening of Saturday, December 16, at Flint Baptist Church. Rev. Wavel Osbron of New Concord.
Willie Johnson will officiate.
A great grandmother is Mrs.
No formal invitations are being sent, but all friends and Florence Osbron of New Conrelatives are invited to attend the wedding.
cord.

Miss Ricki Hopkins

Harris Grove Club
Has Regular Meet
At Armstrong Home
The
Harris
Grove
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Bobby Armstrong
for the September meeting with
the president, Mrs. Eugene
Nance, preNiding.
Two new members welcomed
were Mrs. Joseph Willifoed and
Mrs. James Dixon. The.group
passed and _signed- 4 motion
concerning the affirmative
action bill. A thank you card
was received from Miss Peggy
Cooper for helping send her to
Thailand, and from another boy
for help in sending him to camp.
Landscape notes were read
- by Mrs. Bobby Armstrong.
Mrs. Marvin Parks gave a
lesson on "Kentucky Folklore."
Mrs. Eugene Nanee conducted
the recreation in the absence of
Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
Birthdays and anniversaries
were celebrated by Mrs.
Eugene Nance and Mrs. Alfred
Taylor who received gifts from
their sunshine friends. The club
was glad to have Mrs. Azzie
Lewis with them.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Donald
Osmus.

Mrs. Ruth Weston
Presides At Meet
Of Pottertown Club
Mrs. Ruth Weston, president,
presided at the-September
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at the
Holiday Inn at ten'o'clock in the
morning.
The main le4on on "Pattern
Alteration" wa
resented by
Mrs. Volene Roberts: ,
Mrs. 1,urene Cooper and Mrs.
Louise Short gave the lesson on
"Focus On Folk Songs" for the
series on "Kentucky Our
Land."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Bessie Colson,: cultural
arts chairman, who read
Colossians 4:6 and Proverbs
25: I 1
, Mrs. Iva Alford, secretarytreasurer, gave her reports and
called the roll with twenty-one
members answering with
school day memories. Two
visitors were Mrs. Ertel(
Klaratlutyke of Murray Route
Six
and
Mrs.
Ann
Childers of Cypress Creek
Resort, -Buchanan, Tenn.
The landscape notes were
giveti by Mrs. Louise Short.
Natnes were drain fOr sunshine
friends. Lunch was served in
the dining room at noon.
The October meeting will be
held at the Holiday Ihn.

Yoee2act
DRUGS

-Zuaele quaiity eau&"<

Peo.t,753-14b2
muRpAy, KEN TUCK Y
15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions

money saving
news! We've
just been
awarded an
exclusive
Hudson Elto,
Vitamin
Franchise
Now you can shop with us for high-quality, economicallypriced Hudson vitamins and proprietary drugs. Save up to 60
percent over comparable brands. Even our prices make you
feel good.

HUDSON'S

OTHER BRAND'S

4
ADAVITE M
41J110111
High potency
•14,
vitamin formula
with minerils lfieL
100 TABLE1S
ONLY

THERAGRAN M
High potency
vitamin formula
with minerals
100 TABLETS

$395

COSTS
OVER

50%
MORE

Gelusil.

Cd1ZOZZa

BAYER
ASPIRIN 18

11.49 Size
12-oz

Bayer Aspirin

64t
100's

89$
Miss Clairol
hampoo Formula

$1

09

HAI R
COLORING
Reg. '2.25
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-Plans-Nave been completed
Wetmore,
by Miss Linda
daughter of Mi. and Mrs. K.P.
Wetmore Of Farmington Route
One, for her marriage to Airman John Gilbert Crawford, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Crawford,
Sr., of Mayfield.

•

By Abigail Van Buren

SLEDD GIRL
A baby girl, Tana Marie,
Weighing six pounds 5'2 ounces,
ifras born to Mr. and Mrs. John
2. Sledd of Benton Route Nine
on Friday,September 29,at 4:27
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is serving with the
U.S. Army at Fort Knox.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Sledd of Benton and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tom Thweatt
Of Benton Route One.

VIODAY

Plans Completed By
Linda Wetmore For
Saturday Wedding

Hopkins-Cook Engagement

WATSON BOY
:Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Watson of
14azel Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Tony
Merle, weighing seven pounds
three ounces, born on Wednesday, September 27, at 7:30
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Jeff, age five, and Chad, age
two. The father is employed by
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Iiirs.J.I. Watson of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Kraft of
grand Tower, Ill. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Carrie
Kraft of Grand Tower, Ill.

Olga Hampton BW
Has Program Meet

THURSDAY—OCTOBER 5, 1972

tURRAY, KENTUCKY

Reg,
'1.17

Chocolate

ZESTAB

Vitamins
—12.29
Size

$ 49

Corn

•
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SINE-OFF

OFF

Sinus Headache
Tablets

Relieves sinus headache and 'congestion.
Bottle of 48

leans deep stains-leaves odor free!

Reg. '1.79
Sclie

Highway 641 MURRAY, KY.
Snrne Items Not Exactly A3 Illustrated

St. Joseph

BRECK

ASPIRIN

SHAMPOO

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Reg.
1.09
Sale

The Only True Discount Prescription Prices

* SOMETHING NEW!! *

IIII

•

•

li
a

•
•
MI ,

96;

Choice of Normal, Dry,
Oily.

For headache, pain, fever.

SAFE-T

•
•

kl 4.41.1.11••••••MN

13.3-oz.

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

friends are
he wedding

SINE- -

nub%

P

4‘11111

Makes Hands Feel
Softer!

li
a

MU TILPEM
;
ini Mir

DENTURE
44...111(qii CLEANSER
WA :‘,,,, 1 ,-.
.•••••,...,00
TABLETS '-

Pack of 7

Bottle of 200

Reg. 51.15

TO BE ADDED SOON TO

UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING CENTER
GIRL
•bby Meador
nnounce the
girl, Robyn
seven pounds
rn on Friday,
5:50 a.m. at
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her daughter,
r. The father
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1* CLOTHING DEPARTMENT *1
Men's

Camouflage
Sweat Shirts
with HOOD
Zipper Front

PRINCE ERIC

MICRIN

PROTEIN 21

MIXED NUTS

MOUTHWASH

CONDITIONER

and

Men's •

For the two basic hair
problems! Fine for thin

GARGLE

Dungarees

13-oz. Can

"You can feel it
working"

Waist Sizes 29-46

limp hair, dry for damaged hair.

Save '1.0011

Reg.
2.25

59;

A Terrific Value!

18-oz. Bottle
Reg. '1.59 swe

$
- 687

7.oz,

$
scAO

1 08
111

•

Just Arrived!

Sires S M. L & XL

Complete Line of Coleman
Merchandise!
Men's

* CATALYTIC HEATERS

Long Sleeve

SHIRTS

MASKING
TAPE

* DELUXE PROPANE STOVES

Solid Colors

• CAMP STOVES • LANTERNS

S, M,"1!-& XL

29;

All At Discount Prices!!
Sponge

WAX APPLIER

-110 VOLT

sucg HAWK

Ladies
Ladies

Bikini'
Panties

Terry Cloth

ELECTRIC HEATER

HUNTING
BOWS

Fan Forced with Thermostat

35 lbs to 50 lbs

AAc
Sizes 5-6-7
Fancy Prints
Asst Colors

LIGHT BULBS
For Every Need!
economicallygs. Save up to 60
prices make you

Alncle Jeff's has bulbs froM-the
smallest wattage to the largest wattage.
Reg. 5 1.44
Value

AND'S'
AN M
()Cy
rnula
rals
LETS
COSTS
OVER

50%
MORE

MIRRORS
I* SHOE DEPARTMENT *1
SPECIAL GROUP'

MEN'S 14" BOOTS
Sizes 7-11

Reg. '19.87

$

door and wall mirrors at the lowest

1387

Children's

Vitamins

2.29 $149
Size

Pre-Mixed Prestone

BATTERY CHARGER

WINDSHIELD WASHER

657 -

3.00
Value

Animal Slippers
SPECIAL SELECTION!

Ladies Casual Oxfords

ANTI-FREEZE & CLEANER
1 Quart

PREMIUM
PORCH, DECK & FLOOR

II

VIKING SOLID STATE

Charges-6 & 12 Volt Batteries $
at 6 Amps

Siies

Fuzzy, plush animal slippers
Soft sole construction

ZESTAB

Master-Kate
Latex Wall

NOW

79

DEER-COY $
Heated Deer Scent

prices in this area!

Similiar to style shown

All Leather Uppers

Chocolate

JON-

Complete selection of full length

Mm.,:,,,

ayer Aspirin
lows

*AU. AT DISCOUNT PRICES *

37;

MEDICINE CABINET

ENAMEL

Modet--No. 101
with Mirror

Lace front
Values to 3
Sizes 510
111 111111111111111
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MOTOROLA

7T

LAKE FRONT COTTAGE AVAILABLE" HIWith water on
three sides of this cottage you have one of the most beautiful,
scenic, views of Ky. Lake. The cottage has 2 bedrooms,
kitchen,screened in front porch, bath, and living room with a
large fireplace. If you haveolways wanted a place on the
lake now is the time to buy. Lake property gets higher every
year!
THE LOOK IS WOW!! Lived in and loved for just a few
months. This 3 bedroom Brick has central heat and air and is
carpeted throughout. You'll also find a huge walk thru closet
for extra storage space. It has two baths. The home is
complete with stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, compacter,
washer and dryer. Enjoy the living room or the fireplace in
the family room. It's all in Sherwood Forrest. Please call for
an appointment.

QUASAR
COLOR TV
SYSTEM

SHERRIE LANE-Take the College Farm Road to N. 19th St.
Turn right and go to the end of the street. Turn left and you
are on Sherrie Lane and that is where you will find this
delightful 3 bedroom brick. The home has a large front
porch and a fenced in back yard. The-kitchen is combined
with a large family room in addition to the living room.
There's plenty of closet space too. After yoff drive by call us
for a look at the inside.

Push .One

Write for Free
picture hrschure.
Mustang Itidiii
Lawn Mowers
4200 Cadieux
Detroit, Mich.48224

Works
In

Sutton,

LIKE THE RUGGED LOOK' Then take a look at this home
on Waldrop Drive. The lot is heavily wooded and the inside
reflects the mood of the rustic outdoors. The Livirtg rocitt hasa large fireplace. The-kitchen and dining area is L shaped off
the living room. There are two bedrooms anti plenty ot closet
space. There is a full basement that is rented out. Basement
has kitchen and bath too. This can almost pay for itself. Call
us today.

Tune In

Mit

Color

12'x64'-1971 FLEETWOOD
mobile home, with living room
expando. Also 12'x12' metal
utility building to stay. Landscaped. Central heat and air,
three bedrooms, 112 baths, shown
by appointment. Phone 753-8560
after 6:00 p.m. or 753-3648 days.
205 Riviera Courts.
016C

753-191e

c

SERVICES OFFE

Drawer

DID YOU NEED TO MOVE IN YESTERDAY? Modest 3
bedroom brick, only 3 blocks from University. Has been
reduced to $14,500 for quick sale. Complete with garage and
partially fenced back yard. Buy today and move tomorrow!
IF LINE IS BUSY KEEP TRYING!! Everyone will be
calling to find out about this gorgeous 3 bedroom brick home
with 2/
1
2acre lot across from Elm Grove church. The kitchen
is fit for a gourmet cook. Enjoy the warmth of a glowing fire
in the fireplace during the winter months ahead. Never had
enough closet space? No problem here. An extra garage to
store the boat for the winter too. A home builders masterpiece built for a perfectionist. Yes, it is expensive, but you
can't replace it for the asking price. Please call for an appointment.

Quasar

TV Service. Center
Your Authorizbd MOTOROLA Dealer
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

24 BOAT Trailer, double-tandem
with swivel bolsters. Excellent
condition. Price $450.00. Phone
436-2427.
05C 1964 SIMCA, &Ale bed, 1955 GMC pickup truck with bad sTWO AKC registered Toy Poodle
motor. Cheap. Phone 753puppies, 7 weeks old. $60.00 each.
reasonably priced. Call 75306C 62,15.
06P Also two nice AKC registered
1971 TRIUMPH Motorcycle. 4045.
female Pekingese breeders,
Good condition. Phone Robert
Bear, 753-2217 after 4:30 p.m.05C GARAGE SALE, Saturday, THREE PARTY carport sale at $45.00 each. Phone 753-4469 after
Pctober 7, 8:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 813 North 18th Street ( Dodson & 6:00p.m.
05C
18' MARK TWAIN boat with 100 Tables, lamps, shoes, men's and 18th). Friday and Saturday,
H.P. Mercury motor. Trailer woman's clothing, books and October 6th and 7th, from 9:00
included. -Phone 753-7547 after other items too numerous to a.m. to 6:00 p.m. each day. Many
2:30p.m.
09C mention. 1205 Gatesborough. 06C items of clothing, bedding, books,
toys, small appliances, furiliture,
* Before Oct 13 and
- 1971 ATLANTIC 12'x60' two GARAGE AND yard sale, Friday etc. Several new items.
05P *Receive Installation for*
bedroom house trailer. Fully and Saturday, October 6-7, 9:00-. Bargains!
carpeted, refrigerator, stove and 6:00. Cothing, clothes dryer;
air conditioner. Phone Mayfield ironer, table and chairs, coke
GARAGE SALE. 1708 Keenland•
* CALL 753-5005 *
247-3348.
05P table and chairs- brass bed,
antique . mantle, other _antiques, Drive, 8:00, a.iii:-12:1)0 noon, * or visit the Murray *
BEAUTIFUL 5 gaited pleasure jewelry, 50 to 100 mud grip tires, Saturday. Octiiber 7.,Clothes, size * Cablevision Office in the *
* Bel Air Shopping Center *
horse. 9 years old. A gelding, '2 swing set,. This is not junk. You 12 and 16, quilts and bedspreads,
Tennessee Walking Horse, 12 need it, we have it. 306 North 8th drapes, and many household * on South 12th.
06C
saddle horse. Very gentle. Phone Street.
07NC items.
753-5606 during day.
- - 05C
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prick. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
NEW DOUBLE Wide mobile
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
on spot. Plenty of other mobile
4:00p.m.
homes to choose from. Bill's
06C
Mobile Homes, 3900- SouthSUEDE CAT,size 16. Also black
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky..
winter coat, size 14. Phone 753443-6150.
07C
-/3370. .
06C
VA LOANS, no down payment-for
USED 30" General Electric
qualified veteran. 12 years to
range- and older refrigerator.
pay. Drive on out almost to
Phone 753-'3748 or 753-688:3 after
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
5:00p.m.
-sank financing on spot. Bill's
06C
1971
MOBILE
HOME
12'x65',
2
MANUAL
Office
ROYAL
Mobile Homes, ' 3900 .South
Typewriter for sale. ExAllent bedroom,2 baths, all electric and BALDWIN
PIANOS and organs.
Beltline flighway, Paducah, Ky.,
condition. $85.00. Call 437-4451. shag carpet. Call 753-5452 after 5 Rent to purchase
plan. Lopardo
07C
443-6150,
p.111.
07C
011C
Benton, Ky.
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
CARPORT, SALE, Friday and
06C
Saturday,October 6-7, from 8:00- CARPORT SALE;1706 keenland, "NEVER used
anythirighlig it," USED
October
Saturday,
8:00from
7,
BAI.DWIN Spinet piano.
5:00. Clothing, infant, children
say users of Blue Luse7arpet
Used Baldwin organ,
and adult, paints, old mirror, toys 4:00. tten"-s and women's cleaner. Rent -electric
used
shamand many other items. 1515 clothing, children's clothing, pooer $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping Baldwin grand -pilao„nardo
baby
clothes,
and
games,
toys
Piano Company, acress
07C
,
Johnson.
07C Post Office, Paris,
miscellaneous.
06C. Center. Tenn.
06C

WHITE FRAME HOME ON QUIET STREET. Ideal for
raising children. Home has 3 bedrooms, built-in stove and
disposal, some carpets, 1 bath, fenced back yard. In our age
of high prices it is a pleasureeto offer this one for $16,500.00.
See for yourself.
COLLEGE FARM ROAD EXTENDED 4½ acres with 2
barns and 2•small ponds. Only $3,850.00 for this mini-farm.

*InigIlLefikliViV13ir**41i
*
:CABLEVISION*

BEGINNER'S SPECIAL. YOUR CHOICE of 403-5-7 South
11th Street. Two bedrooms with full finished upstairs, living
room antrkitchen. Great for starting into the home rental
business. Make an offer!!

*

INCOME AND NO TAXES!! Let us explain to you how to
build an estate on other peoples money with an investment in
9 apartments at 1311 Main. All apartments are completely
furnished and rented with very good return. Why does seller
say ''Never thought I'd love a loss?" Call us for the answer.

Only 994

FOR SALE

Holstein calf, bulls or heifers, from 1
week to weaning age.
For further information phone . . .
489-2161 after 5:00 P.M.

11

a

a

• Protects
• Preserves
driveways.
• All work

WAIT WATCHERS-WE'VE GOT ONE FOR YA'. Slim in
price and good-looking. Her best features are formal dining
room, lovely kitchen with all built-ins including refrigerator,
carpets, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, with one acre of land. $26,900
and only 3 years old.
NEW, SPOTLESS, AND READY FOR YOU!. Carpet is
down, central heat and air ready to go, 3 bedrooms are
painted,storm windows up, range built-in, carport is poured,
key to front door is waiting for you in our office. $20,000 is all
you need to buy this brand new charmer. Buy it today,
move in tomorrow.

Phone 24

1

BIG ENOUGH FOR FAMILY, net too big for pocketbook. 3
bedrooms,2 baths, large family r.Oom with fireplace, built in
kitchen, central heat and air,bik, big, patio 2 car carport,
ca?pets, drapes, neat, nice, and priced at $30,000.
IF YOU ACT QUICKLY, WE MAY be able to sell you this 3
bedroom brick home for just $19,000. Rooms are large, house
is in excellent neighborhood, and we can help you arrang
financing. Build now for your family's future.
26 ACRES ONLY ONE MILE FROM KENLAKE. Has 8011'
highway frontage. About two thirds of land is wooded. Ideal
for home or income producing. Only $12,800 will make it
yours!!!
54 ACRES NEAR POTTERTOWN. 20 acres fenced for hogs,
15 acres tillable, timber too. Old house in fair condition. Only
$11,200.
HERE IT IS!!!! 75 acres for only $8,750. Call us about this
one
MOTHER-IN-LAW? WE ALL HAVE THEM and they
deserve a nice private living room, bedroom; kitchen, and
bath of their own. You deserve the main house with 3 large
bedrooms, living room and family room, and 112 baths in
main part of house. There is also an efficiency apartment
upstairs too. No this isn't an old house that has been
remodeled. WE are ready to show it.
FIVE BEDROOMS, 2 BATH HOME on lot 80'x450'. House is
well insulated and has aluminum siding. This place is really
a good buy at $13,500.
$29,000 WILL BUY YOU 185'1000' business property with
expansive brick building, 3 car garage and frame rental
house. Where else can you get so much for so little?
_
100 ACRSS IN KIRKSEY. Finest cropland available. Also
has potential as subdivision. AAA investment. Buy it while
it's available,V!
AIN'T IT AWFUL? HOW LITTLE YOU get for your money
these days? That's why we think this 3 bedroom brick with
11
/
2 baths is such a good buy. It also has central heat and air
conditioning. It's only $20,800 and that includes a fenced in
back yard. Wives, you'll love the kitchen and there is plenty
of closet space too. A true bargin!!!
SMALL APARTMENT .COMPLEX. Income nearly $200
monthly. You can buy it for only $15,000. Excellent location.

a

a

a
a

ONE HALF ACRE AND NICE 3 bedroom brick home in
Grove Heights is ideal for those who don't want to live right in
town. There is a carport and a large storage building in back.
It's not too big and not too little. The price is right too. Call us
and we'll take you there.

SHINY NEW HOME. JUST WHAT you want! Buy now and
pick your colors and carpets. House features 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, 2 car garage, central heat and air, all built-ins in
kitchen. Best yet is the price.. $25,000.00. Better Hurry and
call us on this one.

OVER THIRTY BUT IT CAN BE TRUSTED! Trusted to be a
comfortable home 4a reasonable price. There's over 112
acres in the lot too4Cnjoy the spaciousness of this older 3
bedroom, 1 bath home near Kirksey. Air conditioned too

HAPPINF-SS IS $24,900. WHOEVER IT was that said money
can't buy happiness overlooked this beautiful 3 bedroom
brick on 1 acre lot in the county. Let the kids play in the
family room, while you entertain in the living room. Two
complete baths and great kitchen. Only minutes from town.

a
a

a
a
a
a

a
a

a

a
a

a
a

LARGE PLAYROOM FOR THE CHILDREN upstairs away
froni your den with fireplace. This lovely home perfectly
blends elegance with convenience in living for the large
family. Features a formal dining room, 2 fireplaces, 4
bedrooms, 2',2 baths, and kitchen with all built-ins. The 2 car
garage and 10 closets complete the picture. If yotithirdt this-- •
sounds good, you should see the rest. Call us, we'll arrange it
for you.

a
a

a
a

a

a

COLD HARD FACTS ARE ALL THAT ARE needed to
describe this 3 bedroom brick on Henry Street with 1102 baths.
Also has central heat and air, living room and family room,
dishwasher and garbage disposal. Call for an appointment
for the rest of the details.

a

a

a

LITTLE HOUSE NEEDS LOTS OF WORK. All you cal-.
penters that would like to buy cheap, fix it up, and sell at a
good profit, THIS IS FOR YOU. Lot is 163'x212' and next to
the Calloway Country Club.

100 ACRES NORTHWEST OF KIRKSEY.Only $200 per acre.
High State of cultivation. Owner has doubled yield in last 5
years. Water on farm all year around. Farm had double crop
this year. Plenty of timber too. No hems to worry about, just
land. Expand your operation and increase your profits"'"
DANIEL 1300NE FRIED CHICKEN' PLACE Chestnut
Street next to theatres, zoned B-2. Lot is 100'x400'.
Everything goes, land, buildings, and equipment. It's where
the action is "
'WI
30 ACRES OF WOODED LAND NEAR LITTLE OAKS. Just
$10,500 gives you a nice place near the lake. Paved road to
property. Let us show this to you.
,
TWO BEDROOM DOLL HOUSE
WITH FIREPLACE.
Pirfect for young couple or older
persons. Good location,
good price. Call for your
appointment. Price?' $15,000.00.

LOTS-CITY LOTS, COUNTY LOTS, LAKE LOTS, HOME
LOTS, BUSINESS LOTS, LOTS, LOTS, LOTS. YOU WANT •
THEM AND WE'VE GOT THEM AND WE'RE READY TO
DO BUSINESS. COME ON OUT!!!

Portable Buildings

Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile I-hi-nu "Additions

OID SHOES AND RICE IN YOUR FUTURE? After the
honeymoon you'll love to come home to this pretty 3 bedroom
brick home. Buit in 1970 and still new and shiny; has drapes,
carpeting, built-in stove in the den-kitchen combination, and
an extra storage building in the big back yard. The price of
$19,500 is perfect for now.

a
a
a

No Foundation Required - Sixes 6x111-9-o 24x40'
Completely Assembled 'Including floors, Aluminum Sidewalls and Roof

a
a
a

floor touts, lb" apart mounted on 4x6 pento-treated skids

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
MEMBER -OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone

M.

Darnell Marine Sales
HIghway 94
Route 3 - Murray, Ky.
Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693

FOR R
TWO BEDROOM du
'bent, central heat
carpet throughout, c
bath, drop in range.
7850 or 753-1585.
TWO BEDROOM f
unfurnished apartm
at and air. G SI
vailable October 1
1.
0 HOUSES. One
nd one 403 South
o bedroems each
unediately. $75.00
4)Miller 753-2920.
HREE ROOM
artnient, with
ch. Couples only
24.
E ROOM unfur
ne 753-3864 or 75
'0 ROOM furn
nvnt, bedroom- and
cembined, large kit
church. Newly deco
elderly couple or la
4873.
BEDROOM
all*ectric, carpet
Oriprivate lot. Pho
9785.
FURNISHED AP
two ( liege stude
noar,„ Phone 7

BEDROO
kvailable Octob
72-3040 after 9:00
ONE BEDROOM
ne. Central hea
o bedroom
x65', located in
00.00 inonth t
oth include
werage. 753RNISHED
ing room, kitc
th shower and •
• $ rooms. Ziin
lents, South 16
: 1'

a

s.

Sturdi - House

H8tH SI

Call now or drop in to discuss those REAL ESTATE QUESTIONS, and get the answeres from one of our
qualified sales associates.
BUYING - SELLING - FINANCING - INVESTING. LET OUR TRAINED STAFF ASSIST YOU.

Solid
State
Design

Mustang Riding Laen
Mowers poeered by Big.
Poeerful 7 H.P. Briggs and
Stratton Motor. Direct
from factory, Still in
crates. over MOO Brand
nee 1973 Models. With kull
one
year
Factory
Warrant).
Must be sold immediately,
not for $389.95, only $189.95,
Full price total delivered to
your door.

Call

EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT REAL ESTATE
but were afraid tiLatk.

CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, excellent condition. Mostly infant
girl sizes, to 18 months, some
bigger. Also some boy's,assorted
sizes, miscellaneous. Saturday.
October 7, 1602 Catalina
07C
Drive.

PUBLIC SALE

ET '3
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753-4342
Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,
Ron Talent

a

-

--Associates:

home phone 753-4910 _
home phone 753-8958. g
home phone 753-1607 ci

_
AMSQUSQM1/19QQ9ctO
111111111110111111 11110i1111.1111111111111111
ooins000,
e

•

REE BEDR
use, 107 South
56 days only.
OBILE HOM
Lake. Two I.,'
ditioned, compl
Will rent by
Phone 436-2284
TWO BEDRO
house, large
upstairs, lots o
Electric or gas
S243.
TWO BEDROO
trailer, one m
$85.00 per mo
nished. Phone
TWO BEDRtrailer, bath
dressing roo
heat, washer.
Green Acres
Phone Mayfiel
6107.
TWO BE DR
house, one bl
$125.00 per 'no
for appointme

THREE BED
be seen at H
.or phone 753EXTRA NIC
color TV,air •
heat. $100.00
required. Ph(
BRAND N
duplex. A111
disposal, ne
refrigerato
reasonable.
Couple or
Phone 753- •
pin.
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SERVICES OFFERED

it With A Classified

SERVICES OFFERED

AUTOS FOR SALE

• Protects driveways from Winter freeze.
• Preserves new driveways and renews old
driveways.
• All work guaranteed. • Free estimate.
Phone 247-7201 - Mayfield, Ky.

A'. Slim in
rmal dining
efrigerator,
land. $26,900

4. Carpet is
ooms are
rt is poured,
$20,000 is all
uy it today,

(Z0.
c=2#4

sell you this 3
large, house
YOU arrang

d

E. Has sot'
wooded. Ideal cs#\
will make it

enced for hogs,
condition. Only

F.REE ESTIMATE on septic tank,
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, ceramic tile
bath, drop in range. Phone 753TFC
7850 or 753-1585.

WILL DO any type of carpenter
work, small or large jobs. Free
estimate. Phone 753November2C
7955.

TWO BEDROOM furnished or
unfurnished apartment, central
at and air. Good location.
vailable October 1. Phone 753TFC
331.

LET ME clean out your attics,
garage, or outbuildings, where
you have old things accumulated.
06C
Phone 436-2135.
,JOHN'S REPAIR Service
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

10'
.alr")6
5
rw "wt. u. pa ow-ow Aemr......1
•isn by #www Fenn A.sicol.

11HERE/5 1)-IE FIREPLACE AND THE CIGARETTEHOLDER. NOW WHAT ARE WE GOING TO
CALL THE POG?"

ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
us completely cover your home
HREE ROOM furnished with Reynolds weather tight
artment, with screened in aluminum siding. Also we do
'ch. Couples only. Phone 753- soffitt and overhangs on brick.
TFC Storm windows & door, shutters
24
and carports. Free estimates.
Call
Garland's Aluminum Serunfurnished
house.
ROOM
E
ne 753-3864 or 753-6944. 06C vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C

NOTICE

EM and they
, kitchen, and
use with 3 large
d 11
/
2 baths in
ency apartment
that has been

'x450'. House is
place is really

NOTICE

NOTICE
$200.00 REWARD

ittAi. ESTATE FOR SALE, REAL_ ESTATE FOR, SALE_.

1967 DATSUN station wagon, 50 ACRES; 16 acres tendable. BY OWNER; four bedroom
automatic. Extra sharp. See at Located northwest corner Henry ,horne, with large den, large
916 North 18th Street.
09C County, Tenn., the Becky private patio, large utility room,
dishwasher,
Paschall place, close to Paschall maple cabinets,
1968 OPEL See at 1610 College Cemetery. Contact Margie garbage disposal. Close to Carter
Farm Road r phone 753-5808, Paschall, 503 South Rh Street, 'and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
after 4:30p.m.
06C Murray,Ky. Phone 7531962 V-8 CHEVY 2 door hardtop
October10P person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
2873.
TFC
753-6342 nights.
straight shift. 1964 V-8 Chevy 4 1966 CHEVROLET truck, long
door hardtop automatic. 1965 wheel base, one ton. Bean sides.
2221
/
2 ACRE FARM, one mile
Chevy 6 cylinder straight shift, 4 Phone 753-5401.
06C over County line in Graves ,AT KENIANA Shores the
door, 1951 Chevy '2-ton pick up.
County. Phone Farmington 345- smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
Phone 753-7143.
07C 1969 FORD pickup, like new. 1963 2407.
09C 'start at $795. Only $10. down and
Chevrolet four door Belair. A real
$10 per month. Lake access. All
1964 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT. second car. Phone 753-1277 days
THREE BEDROOM
brick utilities including central water.
Call 753-4184, after 5p.m.
07C or 753-5175 nights.
06C veneer house, located at 507' Phone 436-5320.
TFC,
Whitnell Avenue. Phone 436-5580
1971 LATE Model Monte Carlo. 1971 . DATSUN 1200 dark green,
before 2:00 or after 5:00 p.m. 05C BY OWNER; Reduced, three
7,800 actual miles. Air and 'Sower, factory air, excellent condition,
bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
stereo tape player included. low mileage. Phone 753-2923 or
$20,000.00. Phone 753Street.
BY OWNER; on Highway 280,
Price $3,150.00. Call
435-5425 753-5532.
TFC
06C two
1668.
mites
from
lake.
Three
after 7:00 p.m.
07P
1971 DATSUN 1200 Coupe, blue, 4 bedroom brick on 3 acres. Large BY OWNER; 63 acre farm, 55
speed, mags, console and tech. kitchen and den. Nice 12'x14' acres tendable land, 3.38 dark
Phone 753-1319 before 5:00 or 753- outside storage building, drapes, fired tobacco base, 42 acre burley
FOR SALE OR TRADE
7541 after 5:00p.m.
06C washer; dryer and refrigerator. ,tobacco base, 47 acres corn base.
Priced to sell. Phone 753The feed
grain program is
8357.
07P
TRADE 1970 Dart with air, power EXTRA NICE 1966
$1106.00 a year. Farm located
Volkswagen,
and automatic, for pick up with white with red
one mile on Highway 464, off of
interior. Perfect
or without topper. Phone 492mechanically. Like new tires. NEW THREE bedroom brick on Highway 94 west. Phone E. Joe_,
8260.
07P Price reasonable. Phone 753-1586
October 10C
150'x200' lot, one mile southwest) Bur keen,753-3970.
days or 753-3590 after 5:00
of Coldwater on black top road"
pill.
07C Price $16,500• If interested phone
ATTRACTIVE BAY Quarter
BABY FARMS -3 to 5 acre tracts.
489-21W.
010C
horse mare, very tame. 'Has
Part of Claude4. Miller farm,
1968
CHEVY
Nova,
6
cylinder
competed in Western Pleasure .
just southwest of MiirraY: :
Will sell or trade for 2 weaned straight shift, call 753-9806 after 7
07P 60 ACRE FARM with 5 room Beautiful wooded building site
heifer milk calves. 753-5291 after p.m..
with bottom pasture in back.
5:15 pin,
brick house, 8 miles south of Road now being built. Will
011C
fur- •
1965 CHEVY pick up /
1
2 ton. Uses Murray, on Highway 121. Day
nish
Surveyed
plat.
no oil. Sale for $300 or trade for phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436Claude L. Miller. 753-3064
1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753- car. 753-3163. Rt. No. 4 Box 158,
5489.
TFC phones 753-3059.
8550.
09C
TFC Lynn Grove.
1TP

For the recovery of carpenter tools stolen
September 30 or October 1, in Coldwater,
Ky. All information will remain confidential:

REAL

0 ROOM furnished apartREAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ESTATE FOR SALE
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service,
t, bedrwiti and living room
'Mayfield,
Kentucky.
Cleaned
and
bined, large kitchen, close to
oimwo•mumwoinwo.enwommwoifts#0.anwoinm.0.6mwoimaiwg
repaired-coMmercial or
0 ANEW0
0411•11-0 IOW0111111.0 41111111.0
11111111
,'MN, 1111110.0
h. Newly decorated. Prefer
residential. Grease traps, septic
ly couple or lady.'753JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in FairTHIS INCOME PROPERTY ONLY HAS 5 OF THE 6 UNITS
06P tanks,cesspools, industrial waste
view Acres. Has wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
RENTED,
but
is
still
bringing
in
more
than
a
22
Percent
cleaned-all
disposal. Vacuum
large
ceramic bath, kitchen built-ins, enclosed garage and a
return
on
the
listed
price.
A
moderate
dovmpayment
will
J
W
Texaco.
Jerry
Ross
and
&
vehicle
driver
of
the
the
Will
enclosed. Licensed and bonded.
128' x 256' lot.
TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
handle, balance can be financed at 6 percent interest. Call us
Charles Aldridge managers. that hit a 1970 Ford LTD, ivory
Phone
247-7750,
if
no
answer
247all electric, carpeted throughout.
for details.
7048.
October7C Opening Friday, September 22. gold, in the left rear back door
Oriprivate lot. Phone 492SEMI-FINISHED 2-BEDROOM FRAME lake cottage in
Speclializes in Mercedes Benz, while it was legally parked in the
06C
Pine Bluff Shores. Listed for $5,500 but owner will consider
9785.
- NEARING COMPLETION - A 3-bedroom borne in Puryear
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. Toyota and Volvo. Also, car air Hendon parking lot at North 4th
any reasonable offer.
Heights Subdivision, Puryear, Tenn. Located only 12 miles
Installation or rework. No job too conditioning anck-road service. and Walnut Streets on 'Wed.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for big
from Murray, this home has 11
/
2 ceramic baths, bullt-in-_
or too small.Call for estimate 437-9594,1-lardin, Ky. October 21C nesday, October 4, please call the
BRICK
HOME
in
Pariaiiiina
-Sriores FOR
FOUR-BEDROOM
two College students. Available
range, oven and hood in the kitchen-family room, central
owner at 753-1916 before two p.m.
436-2159, Jim.
October23P
RENT OR SALE. Has wall to wall carpeting,. central heat,
nnw, Phone 753-3040 after 4:00
07NC
three
p.m.
heat
and
air,
wall
to
wall
753-4947
after
carpeting,
carport
and
a
100'
x
or
212'
SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
010P
kitchen built-ins, 2 ceramic baths,extra large family room,
lot.
307 N. 4th 753-609i
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus
carport and a large shady lot.
'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
RADIO, TELEVISION,
HOUSE, hauling corn or beans. Phone 753..EE
. BEDROOM
Control,
phone
753-3914,
100
South
SMALL APPLIANCE
VERY
ATTRACTIVELY
DECORATED
3
-bedroom
brick
October25C
ilable October 8. Phone 8090.
/
2 MILES SOUTHWEST OF
SALES & SERVICE
116 ACRE FARM, LOCATED 41
13th Street. "Every day you
home just West of the Soulliside Shopping Center. It has
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
010P
after 4:00p.m.
soybeans
this year and another 20
Hazel.
Has
40
acres
in
'delay lets bugs have their
receiv,ed excellent care and shows it. Has an extra large
REPAIR
PIANO TUNING-Repair- RADIO
acres tillable but not in cultivation this year. Located on
way."
TFC
living room,kitchen-dining room, bath utility room, carport,
BEDROOM modern mobile 'rebuilding. Prompt expert serboths sides of a good gravel road and the farm has yearattic storage, wall to wall carpeting throughout, kitchen
ne. Central heat,$75.00 month. vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt FOR ALL your auction sale needs
round
springs in both sections of the farm. Only $130 per,acre.
range, air conditioner and draperies.
o- bedroom ultra-modern pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, call Otto Chester's Auction CURIOUS TO know if ads for the
x65', located in Fox MeadOws.:-Murray, Kentucky....Phone 753- Service, 435-4042. Experienced, Red Geranium in Canton are
COMPLETELY REMODELED 4-room house with
JUST EAST OF THE SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER,
October11C iffieTeit service. -Reasonable enjfeeelt Write Red Geranium,
00.00 month to right couple. 8911.
aluminum siding. Interior has paneling and wall to wall
we are offering another 3-bedroom home. It has hardwood
October4P Canton, Ky., 42211.
rates.
010C
th include water and
carpeting. Located in the center of a one acre tract that has
floors and carpeting, 2 ceramic baths, central heat and air,
werage. 753-3855.
plenty of road frontage.'
06C BARN PAINTING and coin-,
built-in range, oven, hood, dishwasher and disposal. Large
mercial spraying. Local painter.
living room,kitchen-family room,utility room, carport and a
FIVE ROOM FRAME HOME,on the Tennessee side of State
RNISHED APARTMENT, References. Free estimate.
14' x 30' outside storage building.
Line Road, in Hazel. Large shady lot and an additional lot
Phone
Farmington
382mg room, kitchen, bathroom
next door is available, if desired. Price for both is only $6,500.
October20C
shower and bath. One or two 7299.
85 ACRE CATTLE FARM,located on Ky. 614, approxirnatelY'
rooms. Zimmerman Apart9
miles
from
Murray.
Has
about
45
acres
tendable,
good
MOBILE HOME LOTS ON US-641, approximately 5 miles
nts, South 16th Street, 753- PICK THE stone for your new
permanent pasture, and good woven wire fences on 2 sides.
South of Murray. Owner will furnish the water supply and
Novernber7C home. Let us build your fireplace.
A little mowing can improve the looks of this farm 100 perVisit our showroom for ideas.
finance the lots himself with only a small downpayment.
H&R USED Furniture on 121
k
cent.
Wood
East
Craft,
904
Stone
Concord Road, 4 miles from
REE BEDROOM unfurnished
ALMOST COMPLETED FOUR BEDROOM HOME IN
Murray. Has lots of good used
use, 107 South 15th. Phone 753- Street, Paris, Tenn.,901-642THE OWNERS OF THE 3-BEDROOM BRICK home at 1615
Octoberl1C
CANTERBURY ESTATES. Has 21
/
2 ceramic baths, kitchen
furniture and lots of antiques. See
456 days only.
06C 1199. Locust
Drive
will
consider
a
trade
for
farm
property.
The
and
built-ins, central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting,
us for your needs. Phone 753home has a carpeted living room, hardwood floors
fireplace in the family room, double garage, large lot. An
OBILE HOME on Kentucky PROFF-SSIONAL CLEANING;
October 10P
for • j716:'
elsewhere, large kitchen-family room that includes
unusually large and prestigious home.
ke. Two bedrooms, air con- carpets, floors, furniture and
•
refrigerator,
stove,
hood
and
disposal,
large
utility
room,
11
/
2
ditioned, completely furnished. wall cleaning. Ask about our
Hungry Enough
• To
baths, a 200' deep lot that allows a lot of space for a garden.
Eat A Cow & Calf?
PRE-FAB ARMCO STEEL BUILDING, 40' x 624 8-, with a
Will rent by week or month. housewide cleaning, weekly,
Two Can Have
TFC bimonthly or monthly. Phone •
• For A Buck AndBreakfast
shop area of 40' x 40'. Deluxe office quarters consist of a large
Phone 436-2284.
A Half
or
visit
$4,250
IS
for
a
3
the
Murray
•
THE
FULL
PRICE
-bedroom
frame
home
in
•
Open 5 am -Breakfast
reception room, 3 paneled offices, wall to wall carpeting and
collect Servicemaster for free • Cablevision Office in the •
Hazel. flas city water, sewerage, and natural gas. Extra lot
Anytime
•
•
2
baths. Situated on a 2 acre tract at the intersection of 2
October
13NC
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished estimate, 247-7333.
▪ Bel Air Shopping Center •
next door can be bought for another $500.
•
INN
state highways.
house, large utility, garage,
• on South 12th.
4
upstairs, lots of storage space. 'BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
PRICE REDUCED TO $3,500 for the 2-bedroom frame home
PUBLIC HEARING
Electric or gas heat..Phone 753- also bank gravel, fill dirt and
FULLY RENTED DUPLEX FRAME near downtown
in Hazel. Has a new front porch, newly painted interior, large
Notice is hereby given by the
8243.
TFC topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Present
income
is
at
a
12
orecent
rate
and
a
higher
Murray.
If you want to dine
kitchen,
living room and bath, The 100' x 210' lot has city
Planning Commission for the
return could be justified. Owner is elderly and in poor health.
or 354-8161,after 6:00p.m, TFC
and dine at ease
water and sewerage. Excellent financing available.
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
Come to the Triangle
hold a public hearing on October
trailer, one mile from Mrray.
COMMERCIAL LOT ON South 4th Street, with a 2-bedroom
We're here to please.
HOUSE PAINTING, available
40 ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom frame home. Located 7
17, 1972, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
$85.00 per month, water furframe
home that has a full basement, fireplace in the living
immediately! I have unlimited
TRIANGLE INN
miles East of Murray, in the vicinity of Faxon School. Priced
City Hall.
nished. Phone Cadiz 522-6332. 09C
work
but
is
backporch.
Needs
a
good
bit
of
room,
enclosed
references...and you'll get top
at $18,000.
The purpose of this meeting is
priced
right.
notch quality at a very low cost.
In conduct a public hearing on
TWO BEDROOM furnished Call tonight 7-10 p.m. Paul
SERVICES OFFERED
proposals
to
rezone
certain
areas
trailer, bath with additional Wor boys,762-2496.
ALMOST NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Lynnwood
1TP
MOBILE HOME LOTS on Blood River Church Road, adin the City of Murray, Kentucky.
•
dressing room. Carpeted, oil
Estates. Has central heat and air, large ceramic bath,
WILL DO Combining. Phone 753- 1.ReSolveld that the residential
jacent
to Keniana Shores Subdivision. All have a water
heat, washer. $75.00 per month. PROFFASIONAL
hardwood floors, sliding gfass doors to the backyard, large
09C property
PAINTING, 7287.
supply and some have septic tanks already installed. Priced
located adjacent to east
Green Acres Trailer *Mitt. experienced in interior and exkitchen-family room with built-ins one car garage and an
from $795 up. Financing available at6 percent interest.
side of North 12th. Street and
Phone Mayfield collect 247outside storage shed. Owners of this property will also
terior. Fully equipped for all WILL DO any kind of hauling; between Main Street and
6107.
05P painting. Free estimates. Phone
consider a trade for farm property.
including garbage in county. At Chestnut Street be rezoned to B-2
SMALL BUSINESS FOR SALE in the city limits of Murray.
489-2287.
Octoberl7C the lowest prices. Phone 753-"
For $15,000 the owner will *include the property, stock, fixBusiness District.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
LARGE TWO-STORY HOME within one block of the
7450.
tures and will work with the new owners for a sj.mfficient
09C
2.
Resolved
that
the
residential
house, one block from University.
University, has a full basement, living room with a fireplace,
FOR SALE OR RENT
period of time to teach them the business.
property located adjacent to the
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-6133
dining room, kitchen, 2 baths, 3 bedrooms. Located at the
west
side
of
North
12th
Street
and
for appointment.
09C
rear of the property is another boilding that has 6 rental units
CARPET-LINOLEUM in - between Olive Streti,aod Payne
BUILDING LOTS GALOREN If you are in the market for a
or stallations
that provide a good income. Suitable for use as a fraternity
and repairs, all types. Street be rezoned to 8-2 Business
site for your new home,check with us. We believe we have as
house.
Residential or commercial. For District, '
good a selection of lots as you will find.
THREE BEDROOM trailer. Can
•
free estimate phone 4.li:
3. Resolved that the B-1
Court,
Trailer
Hale's
seen
at
be
Novembor1C Business District located On the
2124. _...
NICE 3-BEDROOM
TFC
or phone 753-9867.
northwest corner of North 16th.
HOUSE TRAILER
Street and Main Street be
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
SIGN UP FOR
rezoned to B-2 Business District.
Bath
Half
color TV,air conditioned, electric
All interested parties are
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
REASONABLE
cordially invited to attend this
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
Oct 13 and
public hearing.
Phone 753-5865
Murray Planning Commission
Receive Installation
BRAND NEW two-bedroom
Robert E. -Moyer, Commission
duplex, Alllarge rooms. Garbage
Chairman
lit
PEST,cOrsaR01,
disposal, new Tappan stove and
CALL 753-5005
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
refrigerator furnished. Rent.AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
or visit the Murray
reasonable. Available Sept. 3001,915.00. Six month guaralttee:-No
FOR RENT .suite of offices.
Cablevision Office in the
Couple or couple with one child,, monthly contract required.
Adequate parking-, -711 Main
Center
Bel
Air
Shopping
Exterminating
Corn9uperi9r
Phone 753-3951 before 8:00
Street. Phone 753-7846, or 753on South 12th.
TFC PanY,phone 753-7266. October20C
pin.
TEC
1409.
,

I

11 us about

Phone Lee Rogers 489-2331

l

ss property with
nd frame rental
little?
d available. ALso
ent. Buy it while

c..
t for your money
oom brick with
ntral heat and air
ludes a fenced in
d there is plenty

Happy
Birthday

come nearly $200
Excellent location.

r

ant! Buy now and
es 3 bedrooms, 2
,
/
all built-ins in op
Better Hurry.-andc:2{
as that said money
autiful 3 bedroom
e kids play in the
living room. Two
minutes from town.

FOR RENT

0 HOUSES. One 9th and Vine
nd one 403 South 11th Street.
wo bedrooms each. Possession
ninediately. $75.00 each. Phone
06C
)13 Miller 7532920.

AUTOS F
OR-TALEr

A d 75C3a:1916

1965 MUSTANG-With 1969, 203
engine or 1964-Chevrolet station
wagon with 1967, 283 engine.
Automatic, power and air either
for $300.00. Phone 753-1874 after 6
pin.
07C

H8tH SEAL COATING

After the
3 bedroom
has drapes,
tnation, and
he price of

kelt:took. 3
lace, built in
car carport,
000

Sell

a
a
a
c;:fvi

. Only $200 per acre.
ubled yield in last 5
rm bad double crop
to worry about, just (=>#
your profits JlIlla

ga.,

PLACE Chestnut
Lot is 100'x400'.
uipment. It's where 1
I.1TTLE OAKS. Just col
lake. Paved road to

WITH FIREPLACE.
rsons. Good location, 4='''
t Price?? $15,000.00.
0134

'UN UP FOR
I
CABLEVISION .
11
•
: Before Oct 13
:Receive Instaliation
• Only 99e
•
•
•
•
• CALL 753-5005 •

A

FOR SALE
FOR RENT]

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List with Us!

or

e 753-4910
e 753-8958
ie 753-1607
KOLOR911919.4

and A

CABLEVISION
Before
for
Only 99'

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

4th & Maple Streets
Fulton E Young, 753-4946,

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:

Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
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Mrs. Girtie Tutt's
Funeral Services

Being Held-Today

TINES —

Murray Womanrs>Club Kitchen To Nixon . . .
Remain Available For Services

(Continued from Page 1)

Mrs.. J. Matt Sparkman,
president, presided at the
meeting Of the Executive Board
of the Murray Woman's Club
held , Monday, October 2, at
11.1-30 ain. at the club house.
Member of the Advisury
Council, Mrs. Bethel Richardson,gave a report of the current
club house kitchen finances. She
said that the services of the
kitchen staff would remain
available to those civic groups
who meet regularly atthe club
house.
Hostesses of the departmental meetings will be
responsible for the serving of
desserts furnished by the
kitchen, and each department
chairman will be given a club
house key to use when access is
needed by a club member.
Mrs. James Gray is now
acting as manager of the kitThe survivors include her
daughter, Mrs. James(Nadine) chen and, should she not be
McCallon of Murray Route available, club members are
Seven; four sons, Buel of. requested to call Mrs. Coel
Murray, Talmadge, Odell, and Compton at 489-2258 if the
Max Tutt, all of Murray Route' services of the kitchen are
Eight; two sisters, Miss Martha required.
The treasurer, Mrs. Thomas
Spann and Dr. Liza Spann of
requested
Brown,
that
Murry Route Eight; twelve
grandchildren; thirteen great department. treasurers collect
and turn in to her the members'
grandchildren.
The funeral for Mrs. Girtie.
Tutt is being held today at two
p.in, at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Norman Culpepper of
Puryear, Tenn., officiating.
Plallbearers are
Ryan
Graham, Frank Albert Over'ley, Jesse Barnett, William
Diuguid, N. P. Paschall, and
Themes Redden.
Interment willbe in the Coles
Canip Ground Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. 'Tutt, age 86,
died
Wednesday at 4:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Otis
Tutt, died in 1938. She was born
September 14, 1886, in Calloway
County and her parents were
the late Mr. and Mrs. Mose
Spann.

Homecoming... October fair
To Be Held At
'Kaintuck'
(Continued from Page 1)

meet at 9:30 a.m. in Coach Bill
Fui-gerson's office in the Carr
Health Building.

—The annual Homecoming
Smorgasbord in the ballroom of
the student union building from
11 a.iii. to 12:30 p.m. Reservations for the $2.75 per plate
luncheon may be made in the
Office of Alumni Affair's in the
Administration Building on the
campus.

Kaintuck Territory's first
annual October
Fair-1880's
will feature live entertainment
from Nashville, gunfights, and
over forty booths that will be
selling everything from an
tiques to homemade fudge.
The fair which will feature
Robby Roberson and band from
—Dedication ceremonies for Nashville, will be held this
Faculty Hall at 12:45 p.m. weekend at Kaintuck Territory,
Three plaques will be dedicated six miles from Kentucky Dam
by Dr. Harry M. Sparks, on Highway 641..
Other features of the show
university president, and Mrs.
Martha Ellison of Louisville, will be an old time magic shoW,
president of the Alumni a country =comedy show, pie
Associationin the eight-story eating -contest, World Chamclassroom building-one listing pionship Kissing contest, and
recipients of the Distinguished the Kaintuck Muzzle Loaders
Professor Award, one listing Shotting contest.
faculty recipients of the 25-year
There will also be. trick
service award, and another shooting, where the tric
shot
—naming the building.
artist will -throw aspirins- into
—An open house at Oakhurst, the air and shoot them with a .22
the traditional home of the calibre pistol .11
university's presidents, with
An old fashioned pie supper,
Dr. and Mrs. Sparks „greeting cake walk, fiddlin' and shops
alumni and
friends im- and exhibits will also be
mediately following the football feature.
game.
General admission will be $1
—Singer Dionne Warwick in for adults and $.50 for children.
concert at 7. p.m. in the Children under five will be
university fieldhouse. The admitted free. Ribbons and
prograip is the second of The cash prizes for canned goods
new school year sponsored by and crafts will be awarded and
the Student Organization.
working carftsmen will 'be
—Aild the usual assortment featured.
of breakfasts, coffees, brun. Special shows to be offered
ches, lunches, dinners and
include a saloon show,an Indian
dances.
show, New Harper's Haunted
Stable and rides on the train!
FREE KITTEN
Siamese
sired
kitten,
beautiful, friendly, and house
broken is free to someone for a
pet. See at 1668 Ryan Avenue,
Murray.

a

The fair will be open from 10
a.m. to 6 pin, both Saturday
and Sunday. Persons or
organizations who wish to set up
an exhibit or booth may contact
Walter Silt at Kaintuck
Territory. 527-9948.

Kentucky Roundup
CINCINNATI AP m—The Kentucky Broadcasters Association
has picked Roy Redmond, manager or radio station WFTM in
Maysville, Ky., as the group's new president.
Redmond, who:succeeds Walter May, manager of WPKE in
Pikesville, Ky., was chosen at the group's annual fall meeting
here.
Charlie Stratton, manager ot WNGO in Mayfield, was named
first vice president, succeeding Redmond. Ernest Sparkman,
manager of WKIC,Hazard, was elected second vice president.
• Al Temple of Bowling Green will continue as executive
secretary.
OWENSBORO,Ky.(AP)—An uwensboro man was found guilty
of disorderly conduct Wednesday in connection with a disturbance Aug. 29 at Jim's Little Dairy Bat here.
Lawrence Edward Webb, 20, was sentenced to 15 days in jail,
after police testified that he refused to leave the areaof the dairy
bar when ordered to do so the night of the disturbance.
The incident wps sparked by a scuffle between the daughter of
the owner of the dairy bar,James Paul Halt, and another girl.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP m—A crape operator wa4 killed here
.-fednesday when a crane overturned, pinning him in the cabin.
. • Police said Herman Raymer,59, was lifting steel with the crane
at the Metropolitan Sewer District's sewage-treatment plant
project. They said the rain-softened ground apparently gave way,
causing the crane to overturn.
"LEXINGTON, 1(y. (AP)—A telephone caller seeking the
traveling, schedule of Mrs. George McGoern, wife of the
,Democratic presidentialnominee, asked (of the number of the
Louisville Associated Press bureau.
He was told it was 583-7718.
"Oh, I tried it earlier, but made a mistake in one diget and
— dialed 583-7715. That's Republican headquarters and they didn't
know," he said
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AVATNT,ADS

.liurms.that grain _exporters _profannual dues during the month of ited from advance information
about the $750 million grain
October.
Mrs. John Belt, second vice- agreement, Nixon said the Fill
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
AUCTION SALE
FOR SALE
president, reported on money was'looking into the matter and
making projects sponsored by asserted, "if there has been
KFWC.She requested that craft any impropriety, any illegality, AUCTION SALE, every Friday
items brought to her for district we want to know."
night on Highway 641. Three
He pictured the grain accord
competition .to be labeled,
miles north of Paris at 6:30 p.m.
giving the maker's name and as beneficial to the nation, say- This week another good
load
ing
it
would
add
a
billion
doladdress, whether the item was
front St. Louis. Furniture, clocks,
lars
to
farin
income, create
made from a kit or an original,
telephone, tools, iron,lots of glass
and the approximate value of thousands of jobs, save dishes and china. Auctioneer
taxpayers
million
$200
in
grain
the craft to be entered.
Shorty McBride No. 247 and
Announcement was made by storage charges and help ease Jellies E.Travis No..278.
ITC
Mrs. Joe Prince of the Signia the --country's continuing balance
of.payinents
crisis.
Department's Children's
As for the Watergate affair, AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
Fashion Show at 7:30 p.m. on
October 7, at 1:00 p.m. 115 South
November 2 at the University Nixon repeated that he had no Porter Street, Paris, Tenn. All
personal
knowledge
of
what
School. auditorium.
kinds of Viols, carpenter, table
Mrs. Richard Knight gave the was going on there and said he saw, band saw, skill saw, 6-inch
dates for the Kappa Depart- is convinced no principal fig- grinder and 6-inch jointer. Tap
ment's "Haunted House" that is ures of his campaign corn- and dye sets, ladder, picks,
to be held again this year. An mittee were party to the bug- shovels and most anything you
invitation has been issued to the ging.
'night need. Owner Joe L. Kenny.
Recalling his probe of former
general public to attend this
Shorty McBride Auctioneerevent on October 27, 28, 30 and State Department official Alger 247.
ITC
Hiss
as
a
member
of
the
House
31.
•
SOTO Re•611 fraaelased
Conimittee
on
Om* 1•11 mans alauPS.
Un-American-AcFurther announcements
brand prodircti below
asonaPpPalarees Pal priolp.
made by Mrs. Sparkman were tivities, Nixon said that inquiry
AUCTION SALE
Loeb la *sae haormalale
as follows: The club house was "basically a Sunday-school
Cara* ausaphout
Saturday, 10:00 a.m..
la/ your atialP $oraata
Christmas decorations to be exercise" compared to the
October 7
furnished this year by the Delta FBI's Watergate investigation.
Hen House Antiques, Bell
He reported that 133 agents
and -Theta Departments are to
City, Ky.
tracked
down 1,800 leads and
prior - to
be completed
Will list only a few items
December, 1; Mrs. A.C. conducted 1,500 interviews in
that will be for sale,
LaFollette is 1.6 head a corn- preparing the case that led_to. starting with glassware;
mittee to decide on how the club grand jury indictments of seven
there will be depression
AUCTION SALE
GARAGE SAT.E; Thursday, NICE ONE bedroom mobile
is to spend the Shell Oil prize men accused of participating in
glass, cranberry, thumbthe
break-in
October 5, from 4:00-9:00 p.m. home, 8'x38', price $850.00. Can
and
buig.ging
money; the departmental
print, overlay glass, satin
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
and Friday, October 6,from 7:00 be seen at Hale Lock Shop and
CARE donations should be in by operation.
glass, cut glass and
October 7, 10:00 a.m., Perkins,
aan.-6:00 p.m. Lots of nice Trailer Court. Phone 753November 1; each department
pressed glass.
McNeely farm, 5 miles south of
clothes, household items, fur- 5980.
07C
will table names for new
Furniture: Five high
Farmington, Ky., or 3 miles
niture. 301 South 6th Street, 05C
members in October and vote
back oak beds, 3 wash
northeast of Tri City, Ky. Mr.
12 FOOT SEMI-V Richline boat
on them in November; each
stands, claw foot tables,
McNeely, being unable to work
(Continued from Page 1)
executive board member to
spinning wheel, two Me. "has sold his farm and bought a 1972 NORRIS mobile home, and trailer with 5 H.P. motor with
125(66', large expand°. Carpeted, tank. All in excellent condition
bring a sack lunch to the next
safes, one in black walnut,
mobile home, leaving a house 'of
can and should be," he said.
air, washer, dryer, fireplace, and ready for the fall fishing
board meeting on November 6.
dresser,
three
marble
top
nice
furniture,
appliances, anMcGovern thus sought to take
large porch, underpenned, tor- season. Priced at $225.00. Also
-curly-cue beds with brass
tiques and farm equipment to
Board members present were the foreign policy offensive
nado straps, Completely set up. 30" electric oven only 11 months
trunks,
knobs,
two
sell.
against
Republicans
who have
Mesdames Joe Prince,. Arvin
Riviera Courts, 753-.3966.
09C old for $95.00. Phone 436-2396.07P
more.
telephones
much
and
A Few items are:* extra nice
Crafton, John Nance, John J. charged that his proposals for
conducted
will
Sale
by
be
sofa, living room suite, platform
Livesay, A.C. LaFollette, defense cuts, withdrawal from
Teri-)Shoemaker. This will
rocker, odd chairs of all kinds,
George Hart, J.I. Hosick, Indochina and U.S. troop reducbe a big one. Be sure to
nice poster bedroom suite, odd
tions
Europe
in
add
up
to
a
Purdom Outland, Gus Robertcome.
dresser and chest, nice desk, end
son, Jr., Walter Baker, Bob new isolationism.
and coffee tables, nice antique
"Let us have the defense we
Billington, Raymond F. Dixon,
dining room suite with china
McGovern
need.
,
,".
"But
said.
let
RENT
FOR
Harold G. Beaman, Bethel
For Sale - Guaranteed
cabinet, old trunk, rocker and.,
Richardson, John Belt, Sam us not pbrinit the insatiable'apAPARTMENT,
'FURNISHED
_many
other nice items. Lots of
Knigh, J. Matt Sparkman, Jack petite of our military to replace
clean with pleasant ahd quiet electric appliances, stove,
Bailey, Thomas Brown, and our good sense, and undermine
REASONABLE
the prospects for reduction in surroundings. Zimmerman refrigerator, home freezer and
Richard W. Knight.
the balance of nuclear' terror." Apartments, South 16th Street. many more. There will be a
October6C large collection of glass and
He said under Nixon "
- we are Phone 753-6609.
china, old sewing machine, jars, Central Shopping
becoming a,second-rate nation
Center
,
Phone 753-5865
in the terms that will really FOUR ROOM furnished apart- jugs, kettles, dutch oven, milk p.
court
from
ment,
blocks
2
cans, flat ii ons and much more.
count in the 1970s," in interHELP WANTED
'Continued from Page 1)
Farm Equipment: extra nice
naponal economics,and cooper- square. Phone 753-4645 or 753YARD SALE, 427 South 8th
TFC 801 Ford tractor, new Birch disc, EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES, Street-, Bill Cain, Wednesday,
ative aid for the developing na- 3347.
should-not bow from a window tions.
with sealed bearings. Three 14" full time and part time work. Thursday and Friday, October 4,
_to a lady onthe street:though he
McGovern issued his- 13-page HOUSE TRAILER for rent on Ford plews, cultivator, wagon, Must be neat and efficient. No 5, and 6, all day. Antique dishes,
may bow- slightly frOm the
m_giyate lot phone 492-8813.
ITC sidedresser, boom pole, Ford phone, calls. Colonial House glassware, china figures, odds
streetlirbeing recognized by campaigned-1h New York and
---;irriywerrcleifirIe-of small-hand Smorgasbo---and ends,,
05C
a lady of a window. Such Cleveland.
8' x 50' TWO BEDROOM trailer, tools, grab boxes, rubber tired
recognition should, however,
He began it With an appear- electric heat. $50.00 per month. wagon,4 row boom tractor spray.
generally be avoided, as gossip ance before Democratic nation- Phone-469-2595.
07C For information call Otto 711en or women telephonel
Experience I
sales.
is likely „to attach undue im- alities groups in New York
Chester's Auction ,Service, 435preferred. Sale of ad- I
portance to it when seen by City, saying it is the Demo- TWO BEDROOM house newly 4042, Lynn Grove, Ky. Otto
About Our
vertising and tickets-I
others.crats, not Nixon or the Republi- decorated wall to wall carpeting Chester, Auctioneer, Dan Miller,
Phone]
earnings.
Excellent
cans, who have historically en- Ideal for couple or couple with apprentice auctioneer. "It pays
Aluminum Plates
753-0299 or 753-0199.
Marriage: "Anyone with couraged opennesS in U.S. im- one child. Reference required to sell the ClieSter Way."
bright red hair and a florid migration policies.
for further information call 753Watch next two week's papers
complexion should marry
07C for other big antique auction WAITRESS WAIsiTED .at the
McGovern did his vote-hunt- 7791.
each
someone with jet-black hair. ing Wednesday with a half-dozsales in Calloway and Marshall Hazel Cafe. Apply in person or
The very corpulent should en speeches in Buffalo and New 12' x 60' TWO BEDROOM mobile Counties,
06C
05P phone 492-9785.
The Ledger & Times
marry 'the thin and spare, and York City, campaigning among home, located on Highwily 280,
WANTED
PART time or full time
the bony, iry, coldblooded blacks and leaders of organized one mile off, Highway 94 east. AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
103 N. 4th Street
should marry the round- labor appearing before a Liber- Completely furnished, washer October 7, 10:00 a.m., rain or waitress. Evening shift. Apply in
person
to
Paglia's
Pizza,
510
featured, warm-hearted, al Party dinrier in.New York- and dryer, central heat and shine, about 5 miles west of
Murray, Ky.
Main.
TFC
emotional type."
that drew more than 1,500 carpet. $115.00 month. No pets. Murray; Ky., 1,2 mile south off
Phone
753-1916
Graduate students or married Highway 121 from sign, /
people.
1
2 mile
CHRISTMAS
AVON
earnings
can
So you can see how the
McGovern was joined at the couples only. Call_ 753-5038. 011C west of Stella, Ky.,'at the Brent help
make the
holidays NICE, GOOD style and name
outlook on things change. dinner by Seri. Edward M. Ken0. Butterworth farm.
•happier for your entire family! brands ladies 3 piece suit and
You've red! discussions on nedy, who described the 1972
This is one of the best sales. It's
WANT TO BUY
easy selling fine Avon winter coats. Sizes 12 and 14, call
`ferriale nudity on the stage and choice as one "between the
Sold his faim, will sell farming
products from our irresistible 753-5544.
.07C
screen and now just the other courageous and the corrupt,"
,equipment and household items. Christmas
catalogs. Call now
day we reed a discussion- on and by Mayor John V. Lindsay,
1967 Massey Ferguson 135 -collect:
Music
Lessons
Mrs. Glenda Duke, 1443- LIKE NEW 40 cord double key
male nudity. Folks of the 80's who said lhere's --still time
tractor, three 12" plows, disc, -4465.
Professional teachers of
to,
October12C board, electric organ and antique
and 90's would be far more fight" for the Democratic
cultivator,
2 row planter m john
Piano,organ, voice, guitar.
organ stool. Call 753-5544. 07C
shocked that folks :are today. ticket.
Deere), Ford mowing machine,
accordion, drums and band
NEED CAR clean up help. Call
bushhog,
Case
wagon
with
instruments. J & B Music
07C 1972 125 HONDA.' Will sacrifice
grain bed, grader blade, boom 753-5584.
Ceder, IVitirray, Ky. 753due to going in Marines..Phone__
pole, tractor- windshield, 450
7575.
WORKING MOTHER rreeds 7534094. •
011C •••
bales orchard grass hay, garden
baby-sitter for 'small child.
tiller, electric fence, steel posts,'
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
Nights. Phone 753-0562 before GARAGE SALE at 306 South 4th
barbwire, new pressure spray,
attic junk, or anything of value.
3:00 pm). or' 753-5265 after 6:00 .-St. Saturday, October 7th from 8
16"
socket
wrench
set and many p.10.
Pttone 436-2135.
017C
07.0 to 12. Lamps, glassware, toys,'
miscellaneous items.
pictures, some antiques, hump
•
The following thoice pieces;
°WANTED "YOUNG man with back
trunk, apple peeler,
150 year old press, 3 long and 2
strong interest in mechanics to, depression glass, old oak dining
short drawers, unusually nice.
train overseas for assembly, chairs, radios.
OGP
Bowl "and 'pitcher, Imperial
•
installation, and servicing of
combination
refrigerator and
Tuesday October 3, Murray,
automatic brickmaking, equip- CREO§OTED POLES and penta
freezer, Frigidaire stove. Porch
Kentucky.
ment.
Job
assignments treatedlqiuber. Also styrofoain
Market: set, 2 large mirrors, canned fruit throughout, 1,1..-A. and Canada Tits 1'4*, (lock flotation. Murray
Murray Livestock
and
old
"jars, Aladdin lamp,
Livestock weighed on arrival.
upon completion of training. Lumber Compariy, 104 Maple
blender,
quilts,
churns, Must be
Cattle this week 200
draft exempt. preferably Street.
ITC
depression cookie jar and large
unmarried, free and wining to
dish,
beautiful glass dish with
Calves this week 19
travel extensive13% Reply to Lingl AKC REGISTERED Alaskan
Compared To Last Week; All butterfly with outstretched wings
Corporation, P.O.- Box 1059, Malamute. female. Grandon
top,
wagon
tongue and many Paris,
represented slaughter classes
Tennessee 38242 -- Phone daughter to third ranking
steady, feeders 1.502.00 higher. small items., •
011C Malamute in the nation. Other
Not responsible in case of 901-642-9161.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 22.50than'pions in bloodline. Also year
accidents.
-Eats
and
24.75, Cutter 20.00-22.50, Canner
I m1(1 u la le . Pleone 753-9390,
07('
Douglas Shoemaker,
drink"sev.
18.00-20.00.
AUCTION SALE
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over Associate Shoemaker Livestock
and Auction 'Company:in charge
1,000 lbs. 28.50-30.25.
Vealers: Mixed Good and of sale. Phone 753-337,tirray.
EEDER
Choice 180-240 lbs. 47.00-55.00. Ky.
051'
' Feeder Stebrs: Choice 300-400
, By Owner
lbs 47.50-52.50, high Choice up to
LOST & FOUND
60.50, 400-500 lbs. 44.50-47.50,
8'x30' 2 bedroom',
IESEL TRACTOR
500-600 lbs. 41.50-44.50, !nixed
FRIENDS MF,RT AT RALLY---Senator George McGovern,left,
Trailer & Lot
Good and Choice 300-400 lbs. Lon BLACK female puppy,
at Public Auction
and former U.S. Speaker of the House John W. McCormack of
at
pine Bluff shores
with
wiatemiarkings
(m
tail,
seat
44.50-47.50, 400-500 lbs. 41.-60Boston meet at a rally in the Massachusetts city. The Democratic
lake,View.
'44.50, Good 300-400 lbs. 41.50- and chest, long haired. Eight
presidential candidate spoke to one of the largest crowds of his
43.00, mixed Good and Choice weeks ,old. Reward offered.
'PHONE
430402
campaign.
lbs. 36.00-4.2.00, 400-500 Phone 753-8954 after 1:00 p.111.
After 5:00
(AP Wirephoto 300-400
any day,
753-8382
'
lbs. 37.00-40.00
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English' Visitor Skis Myths About-G. Britain Erronsous_______:

People-to-people
education
instead of formal classroom
learning turned out to be the
biggest dividend for Bill
FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 6, 1972
Kerrick (If Eliiabethtown
during his year of study in
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
England-yourjairthday comes and find
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 Ille?r'
Back at Murray State
what your outlook is, according
Some misunderstandings University for his senair year,
to the stars.
possible in unexpected areas. the 22-year-old physics
major
ARIES
Counteract with poise, tact and who spent the
1971-72 school
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
a sincere desire to clear the air. year at the
University of Bristol
Your abilities and ambition
raves about "how wrong imfor attainment stimulated. Put SAGITTARIUS
forth best efforts during this ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2erig0. pressions are about the'
Stellar influences stimulate character of the British."
propitious period. A touch of
Before he left to take adoriginality could bring new your enthusiastic, spirited
efforts. A day in which to do vantage of the undergraduate
credits.
your best! If your path is scholarship awarded through
TAURUS
blocked, seek another route. the Rotary
( Apr. 21 to May 21i
Foundation of
There will be much contriving Don't let others discourage you. Rotary International, the son of
and maneuvering for best CAPRICORN
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kerrick was
position now. Don't be left at the ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
falsely forewarned. WellA day of great inspiration! wishers prepared him to make
post. Achievement is possible in
out-of-the-ordinary ways and Your innate perspicacity and the adjustment to the English
knack for pleasing, applied in erwironment with mythical
places. Be resourceful.
the right areas, could bring tales of the cold
GEMINI
and reserved
many uneirpected benefits.
( May 22 to June 21)
people there.
Some brand new
op- AQUARIUS
"Nothing could be further
portunities indicated. Your day 1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
from the truth," said the
should be active, stimulating. In
Comparison in performances precise-speaking honor student.
all dealings, however, stress should spur you on - not lessen
-They were wonderful to me-in
diplomacy.
zeal: Do not take criticism to fact, iziy treatment
there
CANCER
heart. It can prove helpful, compared
'favorably to the
(June 22 to July 231_
informative and a spur to fabled
Southern hospitality in
Certain matters in which you higher accomplishment.
this country.",
are interested need an extra
He was adopted immediately
push now. Get to them im- PISCES
by his. English fellow students
mediately. And, in all things, (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Even
though your day may be who soon began to tease turn
emphasize fo-rethought,
crowded, don't overlook details about being
precision, tart.
a "dumb Yank".
through haste. Seemingly minor because
of language and
LEO
factors could be most important
spelling differences.
i July 24 to Aug. 23) v4
to the overall iicture of a
In both thoughts and actions, successful
A memorable experience for
day.
be careful not to overstep
-him occurred not. too _long
bounds or underestimate your
before Christinaa last year
opponents. If you observe these
YOU BORN TODAY are when he was spontaneously
admonitibris, you should have a endowed with great integrity, invited to spend the holidays
exceptional poise and a most with an English family one
dandy day.
day
wholesome outlook on life. You while shopping
VIRGO
in Bristol,
are also a thinker, a philosopher
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
saleslady--a
total
Neither routine nor other at heart, and your influence
stranger-spotted me as an
matters may turn out as could be profound indeed in the
planned. but overcoming dif- fields of writing, lecturing and American away from home,"
ficulties is your forte. Plan each teaching. However, there are he explained. "She said she had
move step by step, weigh pros many other spheres in which a son about iny'age iri the Navy
you could shine, careerwise, who would' be home during
and cons.
notably as a musician, singer or Christmas and asked me to join
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct, 23) Aril dancer; as a fashion designer or the family."
Kerrick found 'Erigliah
Do not be misled by surface interior decorator; or, in the
appearances. Look deep for theater, as actor, playwright or misconceptions about
true values. A good day in which producer. Birthdate of Jenny Americans to be equally
to capitalize on your artistic Lind, _awed. singer; George erroneous.
Waitinghouat Amer. inventor'.
abilities.
"Somehow the British have
the idea all Americans are rick
and live in New York City," he
grinned. "And they expect us to
be boisterous and vulgar--acthops even exhibitionistic. So
it was difficult for them to
swallow the fact the I am
reasonably typical."
Admitting that most of his
ideas
"probably came from the
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Have can start at about $125 a week,
you ever thought about being a but after a few years can make movies," Kerrick said he was
watchmaker? According to Jim as much as an electrician or disappointed because England
was not nearly as quaint as he
Dodson,
secretary
,..of carpenter, or more.
fiad'elp•ected.
examinations for the Kentucky
There are about 37 schools in
Board of Watchmaking, "the the country which offer courses
time is right."
in watchmaking and a few
During the last year, nine new junior colleges offer watwatchmakers were licensed in" chmaking as an associate
the state. At the same time, 23 degree program. There is also
were lost -from the trade to fill the possibility of an apthe increasing demand for their prenticeship.
skills created by miniaturizs
Under a progrIvn approved
two advisers and 12 staff
abort ip the aerospace and by the U.S. Department of
elctrorrics industries.
Beall), Education and Welfare, members of the Murray State
the apprentice can earn as he News,the campus newspaper at
• -the Board was created in 1958 learns. There are
31 such ap- Murray State University, atto set standards and license prentices now learning
the tended a one-day -Sound and
repairmen in the Kentucky. trade in Kentucky.
Print" media 'conference for
Some 17 states now require
campus
journalists at VanDodson says a prospective
4i6enses for watetiiiialkers and. watchmaker should
be in- derbilt University in Nashville
13 ob..a-s
are planning to, terested in watches, but today's
y.
require them soon. Accompanying the students
watchmaker also needs to know
"4t,one time,- said Dodson, about mechanics, electronics were Dr. Robert H. McGaughey
"there were as many -watches arid math. The schools
and and Edgar P. Trotter, cobeing broken by incompetent apprenticeships teach the advists-s far the student
repairmen ashy people wearing basics.
newspaper.
them." Now watch repair is
One of the Board of WatStudents making the trip
• done by craftsmen who must chmakers' services is the
were; Chris Dougtity, Judy
meet .standards set by the dissemination -ot-tehrnica
l Buchanan, Tom Chady, Dennis
Board of
Watchmakers in information to watchmakers,
McNatC and Sherry DeMarsfi,
coordination with the American and the public, across the
state. all Louisville seniors; Cathy
Watchmakers Institute.
They holdt foul-seminars each Chapin, Tampa, Fla., junior;
There now are 600 licensed year to help the tradesman stay
Mary Hancok, Morganfield
watchmakers in the state.
in touch with new developments senior; Marla Horner, Nebo
To be license, they must pass in jewelry, metallurgy and
senior; Ranae Murray, Murray
a written examination as well watch technology
.
senior; I.inda Murphy, Hazlet.
as a practical test.
"1 don't know anything better N.J., saphoirulre; Jeff MarFive watchmakers serVe on than having someone
tell you. deuse,
Holyoke, Mass....
the board and each must have that you have done
a good job," soplaIniore-, and Marie Coutu,
minimum of five years ex- Dodson said.
"Besides, every Hopkipsville graduate student.
perience.
watch 'has a different per"It's a fascinating field" sonality, and there's
Focused an both print and
always
Dodson said. "It's better than something new."
broadcast media, the conit's ever been. Watchmakers
ference included a keynote
today are better compensated
addies.s. by John Seigethaler,
than ever before; they are in Road travel hazard
editor of the Nashville TenFRANCIS
SAN
CO Will
demand, and they still have an
nessean, entitled "What Does It
The death toll increases in
excellent opportunity for self- summer with more cars on
Moan to be an Editor?"
unfamiliar
employment."
roads
isn't
and
it
•
• Topics discussed during the
Getting "set up" in the trade just the human population that
conference included
staff
can cost very little, or up to as suffers.
organizati
recent
national
on,
survey
A
visual
'much ..a's $15,000; depending on
showed that 120,000 deer and
the extent to which the craft- 1,200 other big-game animal* fectiveness, news writing,.
feature writing, photo . jeur-.
sman equips himself, according are killed each year, in addition
nalisin, libel laws, and edibirial
, to Dodson. About 65 per cenj_of__ to many thousands of domestic
.
—
writing.
Damage 4o vehicks
the ,w_kitchmakers in. Kentucky .pets,
vowed in car_iiiiimit collisions
A
panel discussed "Freedoms
are self-employed.- .
Campus Press:I-to
the
`
estimated
-rlf
is
-830
at
more
than
A newly-licensed craftsman
million annually.
clude the 'actiyities.
_
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awards include a- TOUt-year
National Merit Scholarship arid
an Alumni Scholarship as a
fresh'nan.
Kerrick's major concern at
the moment is finding a job for
next year. He plans to get a
foothold as a teacher before
doing any work at the graduate level.
"My idea is to bypass
graduate work until I have had
an opportunity to get the feel of
teaching," he reasoned. -Then
if it should turn out that iny
feelinga change, I can take a
different direction toward tht
master's degree."
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Interesting Fields
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REAUTIFUL COLOR AUTOMATICALLY
Handsome walnut finished contemporary stvle cabinet. Philcdmatic set-and:forget tuning system.
Just a push of a button brings 17
automatic circuits into full operation for a fine, tunedpicture. Push
button on/off for pre-set sound
level. St-690-s

USE YOUR CREDIT

News Staffers
Attend Meeting

D style and name
es 3 piece suit and
Sizes 12 and 14, call
.07C

Pine Bluff shores
lake. View.
PHONE 436-5402
After 5:00

are accepted into the higher has an ambition
Many people
education program."
seem to find astounding for a
Students earn a degree in young man . so scholastically
three years. But they study a talented. He wants to be a high
prescribed curriculum that school physics teacher.
involves only courses in their
"Working with students and
major field and offers no op- helping them to solve the
portunity for electives.
academic problems they enKerrick got no academic counter is a source of great
credit for his work in England. satisfaction to me," he exHe accepted the scholarship plained. "But something like
"strictly for experience." research just bores me to
' tears."
Besides, he said English and .His academic standing
offers
American courses do not mesh rit indication
he is presently
well because of a difficult
bored. He has compiled a 3.*
pattern of teaching.
grade point average of a
Tall and dark-haired, Kerrick possible 4.00. Hi scholarship

00

-V Richline boat
5 H.P. motor with
cellent condition
the fall fishing:
at $225.00. Also
n only II months
one 436-2396.07P

, 427 South 8th Cain, Wednesday,
Friday, October 4,
y. Antique dishes,
Ina figures, odds
05C
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"Lectures are extremely
"Believe iLor not," he twitted
himself, "not everybody over formal with no opportunity to
address a question to the
there had a thatched roof."
But the
weather was speaker;quite unlike thesituateverything he expected--wet ,. ion at sehools like Murray State
and chilly. Rain fell almost where a student has direct
every day arid he found the access to professors both during
umbrella to be an absolutely and between classes.
Kerrick did temper his
essential item of paraphernalia.
Occasionally fog was so thick criticism with the observation
"you had to listen your way that European students are
geared to their system and are
across the street."
His exposure to European highly self-motivated.
"Their method of ! detereducation, which he described
as "rigorous, impersonal and mining who attends college is
very selective, beginning when
inflexible," convined him the
American system is better. He children are about 11 years old.
Only the most capable students
explained:

1,
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Laser Being Stubbornness splits Teen-ager says it with scares
Tested In - stubbornness club
Operations

:

SAN FRANCISCO t API— An
invisible laser beam that cuts
more sharply than any scalpel
has been used successfully to
remove dead skin from burn
victims and repair damaged internal organs in animals, medical researchers report.
Dr. James P. Fidler, director
of the University of Cincinnati
Medical Center's laser laboratory, discussed his research
team's new surgical laser at
the opening of the College of
Surgeons 58th annual clinical
congress here Monday.
Fidler said the technique uses
an electric arc to excite molecules of carbon dioxide gas until they send out a beam of intense, highly focused, and coherent radiation.
When aimed at tissue through
a microscope, this laser beam's
bursts of invisible light produces a spot of heat less than a
hundredth of an inch deep,
enabling it to cut more precisely than any scalpel. Fidler
said.
The laser has been used on
four severely damaged burn
patients to vaporize dead, unwanted skin instantly and without any bleeding, the study reported. The excised area was
so clean that skin grafts took
more quickly than after conventional surgery, Fidler said.
He said experiments on animals give hope the laser will be
useful in surgery to repair vital
organs such as the liver, which
now frequently cause death
after rupturing because they
contain an extremely high number of blood vessels.
Bursts of radiation from the
carbon monoxide beam were
used to slice away damaged
liver tissue in dogs, Fidler said.
The laser neatly severed and
sealed the end of each blood
vessel, reducing bleeding by
half.
The beam also completely
vaporized the dead tissue, leaving no surgical debris at the
site of the operation and thus
greatly reducing the risk of infertion, Fidler said.
Since their introduction to
surgical use a decade ago, lasets have been used for a
variety of --pnri-iOses such as
sealing off leaky blood vessels
in the retinas of diabetics, removing tumors from cancer
• victims, and even sealing the
surface of teeth in dental
patients.

_Heart Clinic
To Be field
In Mayfield
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically indigent children will
be held in the. First Christian
Church, South Ninth Street,
Mayfield, on Friday, October
20. This clinic will serve
patients
from
Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken
Counties.
Dr. Kareen Minhas, Director
of the Kentucky Children's
Heart Clinic, Children's
Hospital, Louisville, and other
physicians from the University
of Louisville School of Medicine,
will conduct the clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Heart ASsOciation, -LW
Kentucky State Department of
Health and the County Health
Departments, the
clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for the patient, along with
recommendations for treatinent and management of the
case. It also provides an opportunity for the leferring
physician to consult with the
elinician regarding his patient.
The sponsores of the clinic are
deeply grateful to the First
Christian Church for allowing
. he clinic to be held in its
Facilities. •
Necessary expenses of the
. link are being underwirtten by
he Kentucky Heart Association
nd the State Health:, Departtiènt. Clinic
and
ulpment will he provided by
je__Graus Counik,liealth
artinerd as well as ttie-Mte
.
alth DePartinent and thi
entucky- Heart . ASTridation.
Only those indigent children
ho have a written referral
mm a -physician will be ad, miffed -to the clidte.

TOKYO IUPI — The very
hard-headedness that brought
them together finally split
members of the Japan Stubbornness Club INippon
Gankonokai I.
Twenty obstinate persons in
and around Tokyo formed the
dub last July. They said they
wanted to be worthwhile
members of society.
Things went along fine at
first. They met once a month to
discuss such topics as "How
Obstinate People Can Deal
With Society' and "How
Obstinate People • Can Put
Forth Their
Unyielding

Forests Play
Autumn Song
In Kentucky
Kentucky's
Eastern
Highlands are preparing to
burst forth in haunting compositions of gold, russet and
brown in about three weeks.
The exact time for autumn
leaves to reach their colorific
peak changes from year to
year; it's temperature and
moisture conditions that call the
tune.
Travelers can hearken to the
leaves' last refrain along the
, trails in the Red River Gorge,
off the Mountain Parkway, in
the Daniel Boone National
S'orest. There are roads that
wind through the 26-uti1e-long
gorge, and scenic overlooks
provide a place to stop.
If close harmonizing with
nature is your special, talent,
there are 18 hiking trails in the
gorge. Seven of them run a mile
in length_ pr .shorter, and most
are less than two miles long.
Each of Kentucky's ,eight
state forests sings its own fall
lyrics. Four of the state forests,
Pennyrile, Kentucky Ridge,
Tygarts and Dewey Lake,
encompass or lie nearby state
resort parks—Pennyrile Forest,
Pine Mountain, Carter Caves
and 'Jenny Wiley—and thereby
can offer the complete vacation
weekend for viewing fall
foliage.
Knobs State Forest, near
Bardstown, is next-door to
Bernheini Forest for a. double,
measure of autumn sightseeing.
Bernheim Forest has a nature
center ad landscape arboretums and is stocked with
wildlife.
Kentenia State Forest is near
Harlan in Eastern Kentucky.
Farther east is Lilly Cornett
_Woods, near Whitesburg, which
contains a remnant of one of the
great prehistoric forests—
Mixed
Mesophytic—which
reached its peak in, the Cumberland Mountains of Eastern
Kentucky.
Olympia State Forest, near
Owensville, lies near the.
boundaries of the. DaniBoone
National Forest. All the state Forests have
hiking trails: Some have roads
through them, some have only
access roads.
Other suggestions for fall
fisitiage include Big Black
Wountain, viewable from
Varian
eourrty's
Little
Shepherd Trail, which winds 38
miles between Harlan and
Whitesburg along the crest of
Pine Mountain; Cumberland
Gap at Middlesboro; a cruise
along the palisades of the
Kentucktftiver in the area near
Shakertown at' Pleasant Hill; and, of,._ course, "The always
lovely Lake Cumber-lin-if.'
HAT OFFENDER
ISTANBUL (API — An unfortunate Turk is in prison in
Bursa. near here, for wearing
the wrong kind of hat.
Turkey's Hat Law, introduced by Western-mshded
reformer Kemal Ataturk 40
years ago, forbids Turks to
wear the fez, the turban or the
skullcap, all of which are
thought of as symbols of Turkey's Ottoman past Instead
they must wear Some headgear
which includes a brim
Brims, however, prevent
pious Muslims from touching
the floor with their heads in'
mosque services, at which men
must have their heads covered.
Many Turks compromise by
wearing a peaked cap, which
they. swivel back to front at
prayer-time,
Izzet Ornc, the-Rat- Law,offender, claimed his was "just
an ordinary cap.''
Not so. said the police Three
experts in the held inspec
t
est f wad I n.g—irteee....11.f
millinery, then solemnly sent it
off to Istanbul for higher opinions. The cap ended op in the
capital city of Ankara, where
the highest hat officials in the
land ruled it was a skullcap. and
forbidden by law

Opinion All Through Their
Life."
But then chairman Dompo
lkeguchi, 45, a public service
employe, and vice chairman
Kazuo Hoshino, 61, a tailor,
started getting on each other's
nerves.
The first major clash occurred while the members were
discussing whether they should
display the national flag in
front of their homes on official
holidays.
Chairman Ikeguchi said yes,
that it would remind members
of "the simple fact that they are
Japanese.' Vice chairman
Hoshino said honsense, each
member should decide for
himself.
Discussions grew hotter at
each meeting, with tempers
reaching a boiling point when
Hoshine called Ikeguchi
"sentimental" for wanting the
members to listen to war stories
and visit ancient war sites.
Hoshino finally couldn't
stand it any more. He walked
out with his followers and
formed another stubbornness
club, tentatively named the
Ganko Ittetsu Hozonkai
IStubbornness
Preservation
Association.l
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ADULTS..104
NURSERY. 10
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DIS&11SSAIS
Ws."Hazel Marie Jones, HA.
1, Hardin, John David Adams,
202 Tropic, Jackson, Ohio, Mrs.
Freda Gail Summars and Baby
Girl, Ht, 3, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Janelle Ann Smith and
Baby Girl, 511 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Marion Aileen
Stanfield, 603 N. 18th, Murray,
Miss Rhonda Alecia Jones, Rt.
3, Murray, Eldridge Harold
Swift, Rt. 2, Murray, Miss
Sharon Louise Thronber, 414 W.
A BRITISH DEPUTY
4th, Fulton, N.Y., Mrs. Diane'
FOR TOMBSTONE
LONDON AP.,—. Wyatt. Mar6 Harrison, 306 Jerome,
Earp, 22 year-old auto salegTeim, Virgil Nathaniel
man, has been made an hon- Gibbs, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
orary deputy marshal of Tomb- Beatrice Eunice Futrell, Rt. 3,
stone, Ariz., for life.
Murray, Sohn I.ucus Horn, 315
Explained the tall, handsome N. 7th,
Murray, Mrs. Willie Ray
Wyatt, who works at Haywards
Heath, near Britain's south Jones, 216 Woodlawn, Murray,.
coast "My father went to Mrs. Clyde Wilson Ott, 1509
Texas during the war to train as Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
Mae Smith, Wingo,
a pilot and naturally, with the
same surname, he became interested in the legend of Wyatt
Night drivers should never
Earp. He found he was a man to
admire. So when I was born he wear sunglasses, says the
National Automobile Club.
christened me Wyatt."
and mystery."
Furer's unusual interests
don't shock his friends a bit.
Most of his buddies have
become involved in his hobby
with him. And girls don't seem
to mind talking about it on
dates. And even though his
bedroom is bursting with all his
equipment, Purer's parents
don't mind.
His father, Frederick, an
architect, said "though
unusual, it's certainly a creative
hobby. We encourage it."
One of Furer's make-up jobs
creating • witch even earned
him his Eagle Scout award.
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built up with modeling clay and
liquid latex. Gauze reinforced
the mask and Furer added
crepe hair._ airease_paint and
fangs protrudmc over thelower
lip for the finishing touches.
Furer made the beast's hands
from rubber surgical gloves,
applying liquid latex, hair and
fake fingernails for menacing
claws.
An ape, a mummy, a
werewolf and an aged man
resembling a corpse are some of
the other masks Furer has
completed.
He has also whipped his own
recipe for imitation blood: red
food coloring, orange coloring
and a drop or two of green food
coloring. "Then I add liquid
-itarch. and regular laundry
starch," he said, "to get it as
thick as possible so it won't run
like water.•'
Furer eventually hopes to
merge all his interests into a
movie making career. "Most
people think monster movies
are for children," he said. "I
have to admit that now-a-day
monster movies aren't worth
much.",
"I'd ke to make some really
sophisticated monster movies
that (
v.416be artistic too," he
said,
also interested in
science fiction films, suspense

Hospital Report
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projector," Furer said. "Then I
started showing my movies to
the kids on the block, and they
really enjoyed them. Of course
the movies weren't much."
The youngster also went to a
theatrical makeup supply
house and bought some fake
started exblood and
perimenting with it, making
phony burns and cuts.
Purer said he gut.his "first
big break" four yeant ago when
he was given the chance to
make up mock _victims at a
health fair. Since then he has
done make-up and masks for
local productions and is also
working on a science fiction
film he hopes to enter in the
next film festival here.
By watching television and
reading monster magazines.
Furer basically taught himself
how to create the masks. Later
he took some make-up lessons
to improve his technique. -I
started out buying plaster
masks and building them up,"
Furer said.
"Now I make a cast of the
actor's face and start from
that," he said. "It can be a
long, complicated process."
Furer's most ambitious
mask, for a _ production of
Beauty and the Beast, molt
three days. It consisted of a cast

By RUTH YOUNGUL000
HONOLULU IUPI —
The shelves in Bryan Furer's
room are filled with monster
magazines, ingredients for
"make-believe blood and
gruesome masks.
While other teenagers are
spending their free time raising
batting averages and increasing
record collections. Furer is
working on a new fake blood
recipe, contemplating the
details of a new monster mask
and emerging as an experienced. and sought after
make-up artist.
Furer, a l 7-year-old high
school senior, has found his
thing in the bizarre. The tall,
thin young man has turned a
childhood fascination with
monster movies into an unusual
hobby which he eventually
hopes to make into a career.
"I was only about nine when
I saw my first horror movie,"
Purer said. "It scared me to
death, but I still liked it arid
went to see some more.Furer started making his
own monster movies with his
mother's movie camera,
making up neighborhood
children and starring them in
the productions.
"I saved up money from my
paper route and bought a
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4-H'ers. They're today's young folks —
working for a better tomorrow. Encourage their efforts,
help them meet the challenges of the future. Their goals
are to better our community to keep America great. They acquire
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Dear Consumer

Read Labels
Of Detergents
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
White House Office of Consumer Affairs

By G. DAVID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Doctors were alarmed when they
saw the burned and battered
17-year-old youth wheeled into
the hospital emergency room.
On a bet he had climbed a
utility pole in rural Georgia.
The electrical jolt at the top
burned his shirt off. The 30-foot
fall broke his back and some
ribs. One lung was punctured.
But the doctors' alarm multi-

plied when the ambulance driver boasted how by himaeli__he_
had handled the emergency. He
dragged the youth 50 yards to
the ambulance, then rushed to
the hospital without immobilizing the victim on a back board
to spare possible aggravation
from broken bones grinding
and cutting within the youth's
body.
The youth was relatively fortunate. He lost an arm to the

- THE FIX

Horse racing tries
to outrun its past

Hotel tele-films
provide entertainment

The Murray Christian Church

The Murray Christian Church
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Proper Emergency Treatment Woijd Save Lives Of Victims

You probably don't think of your household detergent or cleaning powder as a hazardous substance.
In fact, you may be used to considering it just another
form of soap.
Yet under the Federal Hazardous Substances
Act, the Food and Drug Administration -equires
manufacturers of some cleaning compounds to add
or revise cautionary labels on their products.
The law covers the folquired improved warning lalowing cleaning products: debels on more than two dozen
tergents, cleaning ikowders, such products.
rust and stain removers,
The following are examchain cleaners, waxes, pol- ples of the kind of warnings
ishes, strong ammonia and
you should look for on packbleaches.(The law also covers
ages:
many other household chemMAY CAUSE 1 BURNS
icals, such as paint and paint
TO SKIN
thinners, cement, lime, adhesMAY CAUSE BURNS
By JOE HUGHES
ives, photo chemicals, solder- TO EYES.
Copley News Service
ing agents, automotive fluids,
HARMFUL IF SWALantifreezes and motorboat LOWED.
fuels.)
DEL MAR, Calif. — The naFor some hazardous
There are certain reasons products, 4,gst aid instruction's winningest jockey had
for. FDA's actions. Lately, tions—such as CALL A PHYagreed to "fix" a race, seeing
manufacturers have created SICIAN IMMEDIATELY—
to it that his heavily favored
compounds designed to do a
must appear on labels.
horse came in third instead of
better job of cleaning. SomeYou needn't change your
first.
times, they have come up
buying preferences because.
What happened in this wetwith cleaning ingredients that of the warning labels, but you
dent two decades ago still is
are dangerous if handled care- should consider the product
lessly. and its warning label when 4.: used today as an object lesson
by those who contend the sport
The new cleaning comyou get it home: Heed the
pounds are not the only
warning in using the product is no more corruptible than any
reason for _FDA's concern
other.
yourself, and remember to
about labeling. Many old, fa- store the product where your
The horse didn't go along
miliar products—those that children cannot get to it.
with the fix.
,
have been on the marFor a more detailed exInstead of finishing third, as
ket for many years—can be planation of the Federal Hasthe script called for, the beast
hazardous.
ard.,. Substances Act and
carried a puffing, tugging, anAny hazardous product FDAi..weric to protieet
een-' gry jockey, Ted Atkinson,
without adequate warning sumers-lespecially children—
across the finish line first — a
labels can be a threat to child from accidents due to housesafety. As every mother—
hold chemicals and caustics, clear winner — much to the
and father—knows, children
chagrin of the five other riders
you may want to get the FDA
can find and get their hands Fact Sheet on the subject, who had promised to lend a
on many "no-no's" when they The Federal Hazardous Subhelping hand.
are at play in the house.
stances Act—Legislation for
The "fix" actually was a reTherefore, FDA requires Home Safety.
creation of a race in the life of
the warning labels to advise
Write to FDA Fact
the great Man o' War being
parents of the potential dang- Sheets, Office of Consumer
produced for a movie.
ers of detergents and other Affairs, Food and Drug AdPerfectly legal but hard to
cleaning products.
ministration. 5600 Fishers
pull off.
Recently, the agency re- Lane, Rockville, Md. 20852.
The star — some four-legger
from central casting with a
mind of its own — would have
no part of third or second, finishing first in three different
shootings of the film.
The moral, say lovers of the
Zinman said a major
treed, is that you can make a
NEV/YORK IUP11 — A.
deal with a football player, a
rosy outlook for real estate strength of the industry is that
trusts is seen by an executive of it is not,subject to the cyclical
jockey or a basketball star, but
factors that impede the flow of
OOP.
you cannot bribe a horse.
funds into real estate financing
The huge and growing real during times when money
This little celluloid tale gets
is
estate financing market offers tight.
no sympathy from many of the
ample opportunities for
70 million Americans who
_p_r_ogressive, well-managed
wager $6 billion annually at the
trusts. according to— Philip
ration's tracks-- and feel they
Sinman. president of First
sometimes do not get a legitiPennsylvania Mortgage Trust.
mate run for their money.
guests
Hotel
in New Vali can
Zinman said the conTo the bettors, Teddy Atkinstruction and development watch new films on television
sons are operating coast to
loan market itself has an in their rooms at any hour of
coast without benefit — or exannual volume of more than the day or night for -$2.50.
cuse — of the movie cameras.
$35 billion, of which trusts
Trans-World
CommunicaRecent happenings seem to
presently account for less than tions, a division of Columbia
back up the charges:
15 per cent. He said real estate Pictures, plans to have the sys— Horses like Kentucky
investment trusts as a group tem installed in 160,000 hotel
Derby winner Riva Ridge are
should be able to increase their rooms in 25 cities by the end of
share of this expanding next year. So far five hotels in
under suspicion of being
market.
drugged before big races.
New York have it.
— Jockeys like L. J. Durousseau are being prosecuted for
using illegal electrical devices
on their mounts.
— Trainers are suspended
WHAT IS THE tAitisnAN CHURCH?
and fined for participatiqg in
The Christian Church is not a denomination nor a part
large-scale betting coups.
of any denomination or sectarian body. It is neither
Sociologists discussed cheat"Protestant" nor "Catholic-. It is a congregation of
ing in sports-at a recent semipeople who are obedient believers in Jesus Christ. It is a
nar in New York City. Their
church patterned after the Church founded in the New
primary observation:
Testament. It was established by Jesus Christ, God's Son,
Cheating is much more prevwho said: "I will build My Church." That church was
alent at all levels of competiestablished on the Day of Pentecost, 30 A.D. The record of
tion than generally supposed.
its establishment is found in Acts, chapter two.
Horse racing has more safeThe Christian Church has no denominational
guards, more controls, more
organization nor any earthly headquarters. It has no
protection than other sports,
-bishops- or "superintendents" outside the local
yet it has by no means elimicongregation. Each congregation is governed by its own
nated all possibility, of chiElders—men who are -.selected by the congregation to
canery. Racetrack officials —
oversee, shepherd andisuperintend. Christ is its only head.
including those responsible for
The Christian Church believes and teaches that the only
law and order during the curway a person can become a Christian and a member of the
rent Del Mar race meeting —
Church (the body of Christ ) is by obeying the Gospel plan
admit this much.
of Salvation found in the Bible: Faith in Jesus as the
Other racing associations reChrist, the Son of the Living God; Repentance of sin;
cently have admitted much
Confession of faith in Jesus as the Christ before men;
more.
Being Baptized into Christ by immersion in water fop'
The Illinois Racing Board
the remission of sin; then, Living a Righteous Life before
has banned all types of "Or-AGod and man, until death.
mick" wagering — exactas.
The Christian Church does not recognize sprinkling or
perfectas, quiniellas and tripouring as Scriptural baptis7n.'ile New Testament says
fectas — with board chairman
baptism is a "burial", a "planting"(Romans 6:4,5) and
Alexander McArthur stating,
symbolizes the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ.
"It seems a very strange coincidence that all these irreguIt does not practice "infant sprinkling" because only
those capable of believing in Christ and confessing Him
larities and improprieties tie
back to gimmick races, without
before men were baptized. Infants do not qualify and
.exception.
sprinkling is not scriptural baptism.
"All these gimmicks do is
The Christian Church observes the Lord's Supper on the
bring out the sharpies."
First Day of the week (Sunday ) as taught, commanded.
laurel Race Course in Maryand practiced in New Testament times. Its members wear
land has gone a step further, ofno other name but Christian because this is the New
fering a $10,00V reward for inName God gave His people.
formation leading to the arrest
The Murray Christian Church is simply a congregation
arid conviction of anyone found
of believers'worshipping and serving Christ Jesus as
to have fixed a) race at the
Lord. We seek to be a New Testament church following
track.
the pattern given in God's Holy Word. The Church is God's
Predictably, racing officials
Kingdom and we are striving to restore the apostles',
have rushed to the defense of
doctrines, ordinances, as they were in 30 A.D:
•
their game.
The Murray Christian Church meets at 1506 Chestnut
"Fixing a race isn't practiStreet at His House. Our worship services are at 10:45
cal," says steward Francis
a.m. and .7:00 p.m. on Sundays.
Dunne, who started his racing
career at the old Tijuana Mexico track. ''I'm.sure flint long
attempts to fix races have just
fallen through.
1508 Chistnut Street
"Racing is 100 per cent

He sees bright future
for real estate trusts

-C

cleaner than it used to be. 'The
movies have made Christians
out of the jockeys."
A former jockey and now a
Del Mar steward, Al Shelhamer agrees.
-There are many fewer violations today. The supervision
is better than it was. 'Thirty
years ago we had no film
patrol, no photo finish. I'd say
the greatest single advance
was the film patrol. .
It stopped the boys from interfering with other horses, and
it stopped them from giving
horses easy rides. And prior to
1940 we had bookmakers. That
made a big difference because
they set the odds."

State Places
Placed On
Site Register

electrical burn, but his other injuries mended without crippling
Aainage.
But another 60,000 persons
were not so fortunate last year.
That's the nwnber of heart attack, accident and other victims of sudden illness who
could have lived if given proper
emergency care, according to
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
"Emergency medical service
is one of the weakest links in
the delivery of health care in
the nation," said the National
Academy of Sciences in a
March study
The conclusion is echoed repeatedly in government reports
and testimony before Congress.
The academy estimated more
than 20,000 of the 25,000 ambulances in the country are of the
hearse, limousine or station wagon type "inadequate in space
and equipment." The Department of Transportation estimated that 53 per cent of the
nation's ambulances don't have
equipment specified in American College of Surgeons standards.
An HEW survey showed five
per cent of the nation's ambulance attendants have no
training in first aid. And while
almost two-thirds of the attend'ants have completed the
equivalent of an advanced first
aid course, the most refeent"survey shod only about five per
cent of all attendants measured
up to the more stringent requirements Proposed by the
federal government.
The survey found that once in
ambulances and on their way
to hospitals, 40 per cent of the
victims received no emergency

health care.
ment of Transportation told
Authorization for $20 million
The science academy recom- in aid to hospital emergency Congress it has not designated
mended that every ambulance rooms has been on the books any state as meeting all the
be equipped with a radio sys- for-two years, but Congress.haS_ standards„set for emergency
tem so that hospitals could be yet to appropriate the money,
niedical seiVieis
---TIVe--yNa's
provided with information on
The Nixon administration op- ago. On its annual .state-bywhat sort of injuries to expect poses the latest legislation, con- state report card for comand to permit hospital doctors tending improvement of emer- pliance with various federal
to monitor a patient's vital gency service is a state and la highway safety standards,
signs.
three states rated zero out of
cal responsibility.
Less than 7 per cent of the
The American College of Sur- 100 and nine rated 25 or less.
nation's ambulances can com- geons has praised ambulance
Arkansas, Indiana and West
municate with hospitals, ac- service in Seattle, Houston, Isss Virginia had the zero ratings.
cording to HEW.
Angeles, Miami and Jackson- The states rated 25 or less were
And once at the hospital, ville, Fla.' The number of Alaska, Connecticut, , Hawaii,
.there is no guarantee of deaths per accident victim has Idaho, Kansas, Michigan,
Misprompt, top-notch care. The dropped by per cent in Jack- souri,
New
York
38
and
American Hospital Association sonville since the city upgraded Tennessee.
reported that about half the na- its service, which is provided
DOT can cut off aid to states
tion's hospitals do not have a by the fire department.
which don't- measure up, but
basic capability for emergency
But nationwide, the Depart- has never used the power.
care.
The American College of Sur•
geons' suggested standards for
emergency departments call
for every patient to be seen by
a doctor within 15 minutes.
The standards also suggest
that every emergency department be open 24 hours a day
and that a doctor see every
patient.
But the American Hospital
Association found that only 17
per cent of the, hospitals with
emergency rooms are staffed
by a doctor on duty 24 hours a
day.
Congress is seeking a remedy
for the situation. The Senate "
passed by a 78-0.vote earlier
this month a bill which would
authorize HEW to set standards
for emergency care and spend
$300 million over three years to
,
Phone 753-4576
help hospitals and governments
which - measure up. A similar
-f-Day
bill for $255 million in aid is in
position for a House vote but
isn't scheduled for floor action.
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EVERYDAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Heritage Commission
has announced the listing of
three more Kentucky historical
sites on theiNational Register of
Historic Places.
Named to the register were
the Mordecai Lincoln Horne
near Springfield, the Administration Building at Centre
College in Danville, and the
newly-discovered archeological
site at Stanford Field Airport in
Louisville.
Accidentally discovered by
construction workers, the
Standiford Field site reportedly
dates back approximately 5000
years.
Preliminary
in- Li
vestigation by University of
Louisville scientists indicate the 0
discovery is representative of
an
aboriginal hunting and
gathering pattern known as late
Archaic.
Federal funds 'are being
sought to finance an extensive
investigation of the area in Li
order to secure and preserve
artifacts from the site.
Li
The Centre Administration
Building is believed to be the
oldest college building in the CC
south, west of the Alleghenies,
still in continuous use.
—J
The original structure, built —J
in 1819, was a simple two-story 0
rectangular building of the
Georgian style. Later additions,
erected prior to the Civil War,
—iir cliTaid a portico which 4
changed the character of the
>building to Greek Revival.
The original log portion of the 4
Mordecai Lincoln House was
built in 1797 by the upcle of the
sixteenth President of the
United Slates. The later two-J
story, Federal style frame port
—J
on dates from 1815.
.41_ is the only house in Kentucky still standing largely
intact on its original site
unknown to have been 'owned
and oppupied by a member of
the Lincoln family.
The house stands near the
Lincoln Homestead Park which
contains the cabin in which
Nancy Hanls and Thomas
Lincoln were married.
Now owned by the state, the
*
house is slated for restoration Li
by the Department of Parks.
*
These additions being to 117
the number of Kentucky sites
now on the National Register of
*
Historic Places.
According to the Heritage
Commission, 26 other locations
have been nominated and approval of some or all is expected
soon.
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POSTAGE DUE?
, The official news of his nomination was mailed to Zachary
Taylor in 1848, but arrived with
postage due. Taylor,refu.sed to
pay the postage, and he didn't
get the word -- officially - until a month later, according to
the Encyclopedia Americana.
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NEW SITE FOR A STATE PARK-John Gaines, well-known
Lexington thoroughbred breeder, and Gov. Wendell Ford look
over a map detailing the location of a new state park, devoted to
Kentucky's horse industry. The state has purchased the 963-acre
Walnut Hall Stud Farm, near Lexington, as the site for the park.
(Steve Mitchell Photo)

New State Park To
Be Self-Supporting
FRANKFORT,Ky.—To about
35 million visitors each year,
the horse is a symbol of Ken;
tucky. Like bears in the
Smokies, the thoroughbreds of
the bluegrass are a long
remembered gift to out-of-state
visitors and Kentuckians alike.
Kentucky's newest state park
will
honor not only the
thoroughbred, but all the state's
horses.
The park':recently announced
by Gov. Wendell Ford, will be a
self-supporting venture. State
Parks Commissioner Ewart
Johnson said plans presently
being considered will include an
admission charge of $3 per
carload.
The state has purchased 963acre Walnut Hall Stud Farm as
a site for the new park, adjacent
to Interstate 75 in Fayette
County. An interchange is being
planned to make the park more
easily accessible to travelers.
According to one estimate
the new park could receive as
' Many as two million visitors in
its first year of operation.
The $2.7 million purchase
includes a 56-stall horse barn,
three smaller barns, seven
tenant houses, a half-mile
training track, and a seven-acre
lake.
Governor Ffird said the farm

P.m.
riday
rday

T

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS

will have an entirely new look
upon completiton of the park,
"but the charm, the heritage,
and the spirit of the land will be
retained."
Park installations, including
sewage, water, parking, and
other facilities, are expected to
cost $1 million.
State Parks officials said
"several applications" for
federal funds to finance the
park are pending, and that the
Department
Highway
is
working on proposals for the
interstate interchange.
Governor Ford said the park
whichhas not yet been named,
will emphasize "family fun,
entertainment,
and
a
knowledge of what Kentucky is
so famous for-horses."
Johnson
said the park
hopefully will be completed in
time for Kentucky's bicentennial celebration in 1,974, but
added that visitors will be
welcome almost immediately.
Roman legends hold that the
second king of Rome and successor of its legendary founder,
Romulus, was Numa Pornpilius He is believed to have
founded the order of Vestal Virgins. appointed- the city's first
priests and started many of its
religious and civic institutions.

However, then, as now, the
call will be determined by the
manpower needs of the
Department of Defense.

,:44.
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THE PHANTOM

$250,000 turbine car
keeps breaking down

it I5 DONE!BRING

FORTH THE

EVIL SPIRIT
CALLED THE
PHANTOM!

A gas turbine car that has
cost the federal government
$250,000 to build has -proved a
headache rather than a boon to
New York officials seeking
ways of cleaning the city's air.
Lent to the city last February
by the government's Environmental Protection Agency, the
car has broken down eight
times. At present it is out of
commission entirely.

CARLOAD

SPEED QUEEN

ASHEN
"DRYERS

If a, young man received his
random sequence number in the
1972 drawing, he will become
vulnerable to the draft during
calendar year 1973, unless he
receives a deferment or an
exemption.
It is too early for us to tell
what the draft situation will be
next year because there still are
too pany unknowns. The few
facts we do know—that the draft
law is extended only until July
1. 1973 tate target date for zero:.
draft calls); that the Depart:-_
went of Defense is trying to
establish an all-volunteer force;
and that there is a continuous
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Vietnam—lead - us to believe
that the call win be relatively
low.

Better Hurry•Limited Time Only
For These Outstanding Prices
We purchased a
Carload of
Dependable Quality
Dryers, at a tremendo
SPEED QUEEN
us savings . . .
Washers and
and we are passing
you with these Low,
this Big Savings
Low Prices during
on to
our Big Carload
Sale!

6 guys
saiftliefin

C

'10-YEAR WARRANTY
ON TRANSMISSION PARTS

Ties and bump toes and
bold detailing
'fashion
news for young back toschoolers. Also carefully
constructed with plenty
Olt of grow room, made to
fit, keep their shape,
and last—last!
i Sizes 5,-2 to 12 - 121/3 to 3

(11)

• MULTI-CYCLE TIMER
• DURABLE PRESS CYCLE
• PRE-WASH SOAK CYCLE
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GOOSE SHOES

360
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4
WIGS

BY
COLOIk4EL TAY LOR -E. DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT,- Ky:—Here
are some more questions for the
information of all draft
registrants.
—What is the Uniform
National Call?
Since the beginning of this
year, the Selective Service
System has been using the
Uniform National Call. This
means all young men with the
same lottery numbers who are
subject to induction for a
particular year may expect
induction notices at approximately the same time.
In the past, Selective Service
used the quota and call system.
That method was abandoned
because it created certain
discrepancies among local
boards throughout the country.
—Why was the lottery
drawing for 1972,/field in
February:
The drawing for all men
turning 19 during calendar year
1972 was held on Feb. 2, in the
Commerce Department
Auditorium in Washington, D.C.
This drawing was held early so
young men could be in a better
position to plan their futures.
These men will not be eligible
For induction before calendar
year 1973.
.• —What chance does a young
man born in 1953 have of being
drafted?
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WASHER

Family Shoe Store
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DwelatirPress

9-8 Mon.-Sat
Closed..Sundays

• MAI PO* APARTMENTS
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Bel-Air Shopping

Center

Carload Sale Price
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Coal May Be Energy Colonial Crafts Exhibit Marks
Nation's Coming 200th Birthday
Source In Future

Nods-a

GARY LUHR
awareness of the "energy probAssociated Press Writer
lem" by budgeting $400,000
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) - over the next two years for reAn official of the Beaver Creek search into the convers
ion of
Consolidated Coal Co., says coal into natural gas.
coal, if given a chance, can
Fuak said "artificially low
meet the nation's energy needs well-head prices for
natural
**.
in the years ahead.
gas," were all that kept iprom
David E. Bayer also said being only slightly more
exwith technical advances and pensive than gas made
from
greater restrictions on strip coal.
mining "deep mining soon will
The present energy situation
be able to produce coal as "has not substantially
affected
cheaply as stripping."
Officers elected by the Morning Distributive Education Class at the new Murray Vocatio
(Kentucky's) economic
nal School,
"The only source of energy growth," Harrison said.
left to right, are: Paula Poyner. president, Larry Lovett, vice-president, Mary
Devine, secretery, all
the country has in abundance is
from Murray High School, Debbie Nance, treasurer, Sandra Scott, parliamentaria
"Still, a lot of firms, particun, and Charlotte
coal and the biggest part of it larly older firms, are
Mathis. reporter. all from Calloway County High School.
taking an
County
High
School. has to be
mined underground," ostrich technique of stickin
g
Bayer said.
their heads in the sand and
His comments came at a thinking the proble
m will go
news conference Monday an- away,". he said. "They'
re not
nouncing the 1972 Energy Re- looking at alternate
( energy)
source Conference Oct. 24-25 at sources."
the University of Kentucky.
"Unless they understand the
With him were Damon Harri- problem they simply
can't cope
son, Kentucky Commissioner of with it," he said,
adding that
By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
Commerce; James E. Funk, he saw the upcoming
the wife.
conferNEW YORK IUP11- What
Some categories received
Dean of the UK College of En- ence as a way to
The morning Distributiye
educate busimost influences the choice of a little attention. Very few
gineering and Grant McDonald, ness and industry.
home-a charming exterior, brokers thought proximity to
Education Class at the New
Vice President of the Square D
Harrison also cited a need for
grounds and landscaping? shopping or churches had
Murray Vocational School
Co.
Perhap
s
a
great
national legislation to deal with
kitchen
much
or
importa
elected Paula Poyner as
nce.
family room.
Funk recited figures from the energy problems on
And very little was made of
president, Larry Lovett, vicea long
While these things no doubt categories that related to ex- atomic energy laboratory at range
haais. He said lawmakpresident, Mary, Devine,
play a part, they are not major terior appearance such as size Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
showing the ers at the state level "can't be
secretary, Debbie Nance,
factors, in the opinion of real of lot, landscaping. patio/pool.
treasurer. Sandra Scott,
estate brokers who participated It could be that interior nation's recoyerable resource very effective."
in a recent survey by J.I. features have taken over from supplies. The figures showed
parliamentarian, and Charlotte
Kialak Mortgage Corp.
THEY'LL PAY
some of the traditional selling five year supplies of petroleum
Mathis, reporter, as Deca class
Brokers in Florida, Georgia. approaches, which might and natural gas and a 125 year
FOR A SCARE
officers.
Louisiana, New Jersey, South reflect growing interest in supply of coal, based on 1970
LONDON (AP) - Tourist
Miss Poyner is a junior at
Carolina and Tennessee agree apartment
living,
chiefs in the northwest of Encon- consumption rates.
Murray High School. She is the
it is price, neighborhood and dominiums and the like.
gland have found a priceless
He said pricing policies will
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
the availability of FHA or VA
The survey. Kialak said,
asset in the spooks and specters
mortgage financing that top the pointed up some significant determine the kind of synthetic
Poyner of College Farm Road.
list of things influencing a regional differences. In Neiv substitutes that will be devel- of the region's folklore. The
Lovett is a junior at Murray
family
in its home-buying Jersey, for instance. schools, oped to replace existing miner- Tourist Board is thinking of
High School and is the son of
drawing up a list of haunted
decision.
proximity to job and tran- als.
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Lovett,
houses, with "star ratings" of
STARTING THE BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION - One of the first events in New York
Kislak
queried
5,000 sportation
scored
more
"Today
there
are
no
produc
1505 Canterbury Dr.
commemorating this country's 200th birthday in 1976 is an exhibit of fabric designs
the best spots for a spine-chillbrokers, giving them a choice of strongly.
based
tion
process
es
that can compete ing stay.
• on colonial craft patterns. Located at the Owens-Corning Fiberglas Center. the exhibit
Miss Devine is'a senior at
20 different factors, and asking
In Florida and some of the
features demonstrations of colonial handicrafts and shows how designs from the revoluSaid board director David
them to select five, ranking other southern states, greater with energy from coal or natuMurray High School. She is tiw
them in order of importance. interest was shown in lot size, ral gas," he said.
Han-old - "Americans, particutionary period have been adapted for contemporary use.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John
Among the 900 who landscaping, playroom and
Harrison said Gov. Wendell
larly, are keen on antiquities Here, costumed craftsmen demonstrate, at top left, textile printing; top right, weavin
Devine, 1714 West Main.
g.
,
responded, seven of every eight accessibility to waterfront, Ford had demonstrated his
bottom
and
'left, spinning. and bottom right, a selection of modern fabrics adapted from
ghosts
are
a
part
of
this."
Miss Nance is a senior at
felt neighborhood was most , reflecting the outdoor oriencolonial designs.
Calloway County High School.
important. Price within budget tation of families in the warmer
She is the niece of Mr. and Mrs..
was next, with more than three climates.
out of four brokers naming it
Dale Nance, 1707 Keenland Dr.
In every area covered,
among their five reasons.
however, price, neighborhood
Miss Scott is a senior at
Somewh
at more surprising- and FHA/VA financing
Calloway County High School.
and pointin
She is the daughter of Mr. and of low downg up the importance topped the list.
payment and 30Perhaps it is an indication
NOW AVAILABLE
Mrs. Priestly Scott, Hazel
year mortgage terms-was the home buyers, except for the
The
'73
Route Two.
Equi
pment Catalog Ask For Your
unchangeables
such
as
third choice: Available FHA or
Miss Mathis is a senior at
pocketbook and location, see
Copy At Any Radio Shack Store!
VA financing, cited by three
prospective home as it could be,
Calloway County High School. out of every seven.
not as it is.
:She is the daughter of Mr. and
Following closely behind
were "like schools- and -near
Mrs. Milford Mathis, Route 2,
job", named by one of every
Box 181, Murray.
three in their list of top five
During the
year
the
reasons. Named
-Distributive Educatiun-. Class_ to lig conside often enough
red significant
will participats in field trips, were: "near -Trien-ds and
contests, and Community relatives-. -enough,
bedrooms", "near tranprojects.
The Deca Chapter Officers sportation", -existing morThe Jackson
This deluxe 3-piece stereo
Purchase
compact is definitely first class in sound
..are Roger Reed, president; tgage high" and "like playroom
and )ooks. It features airFAMOUS OPTIMUS-2 SPEAKER
or family room." The im- Production Credit Association
suspension speakers The radio has an
indicator light for FM stereo broadcasts;
Sandy Johnson, Vice-president: portance the brokers
has
black-cot dial. The
8
completed the annual
-track tape player offers automatic
.. feel ix
A CLEAN SOUND IN ANY
or manual program change A separate headp
Paula Jones, secretary; Robert attached to such things as being meetin
hone jack included.
Walnut wood cabinett.
g with approximatetyAcoustic
suspension
Trenholm, treasurer; Marsha close to friends and relatives 1,350 stockho
STEREO SETUP
design Offers a three.
lders, friends and
12-298
8
way
and
near
troths
switch tor
transpo
rtation, could guests
.Hendon, reporter; Steve Ladd.
attending.
tuning to hard or
be considered a possible inparliamentarian.
soh rooms 40-2022
Parnell Garrigan of Fulton
dication that folks are not as
interested in moving farther county and James Wilson of
into the suburbs and beyond. Ballard county were elected to a
Kitchen
three year term on the Board of
WE 1405505,
While it was somewhat of a Directors.
The Board of
surprise that no more im• Phono Jack
portance was • placed on the Directors is made up of six
More than 113,000 acres of
• Screw Terminals
playroom-family room factor, members with the terms
woodlands owned by Boy
For .asy Hook-up
especially since this type of staggered so that two are to be
• Ideal BookScouts across the nation were
family center is widely believed elected each year.
shelf Size
brought into the American Tree
to have become the most
The directors are: David
Farm System recently when
important room in a house, Hilliar
New
d, Hickman county,
Scouts in 28 states joined in ob- even more surprising was the
servance of National Boy Scout
placing of kitchen in the Parnell Carrigan, Fulton
For
county, A.N. Hambrick,
brokers' ratings.
Tree Farm Day.
73
COMPA
CT
Carlisl
e
This
CASSE
county
factor
TTE
,
Will
was eleventh,
Ed HenThe Scout • project includea.
RECORDER
ELE
CTR
ONI
C
which
seems
CAL
don,
to dispute conCULATOR — SECOND TO SO - 1 FOUR CHANNEL DECODER
Calloway county, Paul
forest-improvement work leadA BIG VALUE FOR ACTION RECORDING
tentions by builders and at least Payne, Graves county
HEAR TRUE 4 - CHANNEL STERE
ing to,merit badge experience
and
NON
E
Full-range volume, and auto
IN
O
QUA
LITY AND PRICE!
control
level
s
ENHANCE 2. CHANNEL STERE
and advancement of the con- sOrtle realtons that this is the James Wilson, Ballard county.
Perfect for o,the spot btlsiness calculat
makes for great cassette recording and
O
ions, home budget usage,
room which sells a house to the
science
servation program.
During the business session, a
and math schoolwork it Adds'
playback Fun tor the entire }amity
Subtracts) Multiplies! and Divides(
Performs
chain multiplication and division
for classroom use
director's report, nominating
14-868
with an 8-digit readout plus
overflow. It
New
automatically positions decimal
commissee report - and
point. There's a ONE YEAR
GUARA
NTEE
on all parts AND tabor ft's a -personat
New
financial report was presented.
—
For
computer" you'll use for many years
For'73
Cloys Hobbs, President,
73
to come.- — '
63-600
reported that the Association
Exclusive 3-way Power Benefit —
includes
had loaned over $28,000,000 in
•AC House Current
, •Batteries
4
the past 12 months and as of
•Earphone
• Regular Penlight Cells
Nadia
June 30. 1872( the outstanding
Thaek
•Remote Mike •Recharg
eable Batteries
w'Shand
loans
to
farmers
was
31-4002
$27,156,792.61. The net worth, all
2 — STATION
New
fanner owned, is $4,336,342.87.
REALISTIC" NOVA -44
TELEPHONE
The increase in loans made
For
4 — CHANNEL HEADPHON
73
during the past .year was
INTERCOM
ES
Each •arcup has
Let Your voice do the waikaly
saparaut
$2,800,000 which was shared by
screak•rs for •ach of it.
use lust like
Iwo
regular telephone in home,
Channels There are dual
osew
all offices.
plugs
office or workID, ragutar 415,
shop
50 use in addi43-242
-.For'73
• Batteries And
tion to 4-Channol stew
kie further reported that the
irStian55 Th• Nona-44 01150
smooth
new Farm Credit Legislation on
Connecting Cable
response wrth vnuatly NO ills• Private Continous 7alk
lOtt,On Goss! 2 0, 4 Channai
1971
made
considerable
slims° Itstemng
•
• Slc1,
1' 9,on
Alert
t1
changes in' the services that
)3-1016
could be rendered by the
Association.
PCA received approtonately
pr.
five Major advantages: Term of
TWO-WAY WALKIE TALKIE
repayment of capital loans can
FOR EVERY PORTABLE USE 8-TRACK STEREO RECORD/PLAY DECK A "MOST
be made for 10 years; Loans
WANTED- SYSTEM ADDI
i»ay be made to custom
NOW VERY AFFORDABLE! A super- , l,,e addition to any stereo
TION —•••
New
system ThiS
SPeek ow roue, and claw
10
recoid and play deck otters
your
system
You
can
record tus fidelity tapes
operators who are non farmers;
total
toss en, but many depend'
*01'this
from your FM lier..eo and
front Damp mike jacks tor
phono ii even ha,
recording *live action You
For
99.d
radrio
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,
,,ji/
.
.
4,
ib
2
,
iiis
-••
y 0
,,aCl
,0
1 1, cfnip
PCA will. share in Rural
cah make your own tapes
for playback
Housing and improvement
tecl-modei fpr scbuta $01:if9111,11
1c881 ir Auto Stop — Slops Tape
Atter, 4 Programs
Ow
Res
-Drd
loans; PCA may lease equip,
0.
01.01r:re roilrc:7• Pause C001,
t roe-m
01 — for Eass
F'
°0aulnI
s
I
ailing
•airrovs
Iiient
•
and
Crirs
Vu
yo.urne
livesto
.
Maw
'9
ck to farmers
control push-to•
4.
For Each Channel
talk button from /wonq amok.
,
and will have an opportunity to
tel•leopmg antenna binary and
crystals ,
%improve farm related gervices
21-121
..
1
3
%'
tie!
if the membership Wants it.
David Hilliard, Chairman of
30
the Board and Paul Payne, Vice
Chairman,, presided at the
meetings. -
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Wilson Is Blind Writer, Scholar And Traveler
FRANKFORT, Ky.—David
Wilson is 27 years old and blind.
He is also a scholar and
traveler, and a writer forAhe
state Department of Economic
Security.
Wilson joined the department
recently as the first trainee in a
program for the blind sponsored
by the Ashland Department of
Rehabilitatiot
Today he was going to
Louisville with a photographer
and myself to conduct an interview. His interview was on a
DES program. Mine was on
him.
After our introduction and a

New York
• igns based
the exhibit
the revolu-

statement of my purpose, the
Louisa, Ky. native asked:
"What's so great about me?"
There was silence. I mean, do
you tell a blind person that he is
blind, and that blindness attracts a variety of human interests?

theme pads, He also met
people and "felt" Europe.
"The people are really great
over there," he said. "Not just
the middlecla,ss people, they're
the same everywhere. But the
rich people who don't have to
worry about money, and the
It turned out that his blind- poor who don't gain if they do
ness was not what was "so worry. They live for today."
Wilson returned to Louisa
great." The greatness was what
Wilson has done, what he is. lasy spring for a month and
doing and what he plans to do. then, at Ole suggestion of Paul
"I just got back from England Collins, supervisor in the
where I took another master's Department of Rehabilitation,
degree at Leeds University," he joined the DES writing staff.
"I've written for newspapers
said. "After a year of living on
the continent, I have a different before," he said. "But this is a
set of values. There are a lot of matter of learning the ropes and
intrinsic things in the United 'familiarizing myself with the
States that are good, but I hope job."
It was now time for Wilson's
o return to Europe."
Wilson
received
his interview.
We
outside
parked
bachelor's degree in English
and journalism from the Louisville's Founders Square
University of Kentucky in 1969. and entered in search of our
Last year, he completed his DES consultants.
Ten minutes later, Wilson was
first master's.
Then,at the suggestion of UK conducting his first interview.
English professor Dr. Bill His aluminum cane was folded
Hansen, he applied for a Rotary and placed under his chair and
Foundation Fellowship grant his cassette recorder--an
"artificial barrier" as he calls
and got it.'
"They gave me- a grant to it-was on the table.
study almost anyplace in the
GETTING AT THE HEART world that I choose,"
"I'm not much of an insaid
OF THE STORY--David Wilson. "I chose Leeds because terviewer," he said. -Oh, I can
Wilson, writer for the state it had one of the most prestigous do alright if I know a little
Department of Economic institutes of dialect and folk like about the subject."
Security, interviews fellow studies in the world."
He was doing alright.
employe Joanne Whitlock
"This rehabilitation program_
At Leecls„Wilson wrote a 157about a new departmental page thesis on folklore in
lasts for a year," Wilson said
training program. Although' American
colleges
and later as we drove back to
blind, Wilson personally universities today. He also Frankfort. "I plan to save
researches all the stories he wrote short stories and poetry, asmuch as possible during the
year and, if things work out,
writes for the.department. and still does.
But all his time was not spent continue with another agency.
(Karen Tam Photo)
between the covers of books and However, if an irresistible

opportunity presents itself, I
will go to either Canada or
Mexico.
"Hopefully, I will publish
enough there to finance my way
back to Europe," he added.
"By the way, what time is it?
I've got about 11:00, but the
minute hand on my watch is
missing."

Pine Mountain
Craft Festival
Is Scheduled
FRANKFORT,Ky.—The first
Pine Mountain Craft Festival
will be held Oct. 7-8 at Pine
Mountain State Resort Park.
Wood carving, weaving,
pottery, and various other
crafts will be featured.
This is the park's first such
festival, and if it proves successful, park officials hope to
make the craft festival an
annual event.
Pine Mountain State Resort
Park is located one mile south
of Pineville on US-25E. The
Mountain Laurel Festival is
held in the park's amphitheater
each May.

The Finest in Picture, Sound and Service!
At Murray Appliance, we try never to let you
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Buttered pie pan.
9-inch .rt 11
/
4-inch
6 servings' .
Preheated 375 oven
PASTRY SHELL:
II/s cups all-Purpose flour
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons lard
cup viates
teaspoon lemon juice
I
TILLING:
9 slices bacon, cooked
and crumbled
Y4 cup (3 0/.) shrcdtled
\
Sw,iss cheese
2 tablespoons packaged
bread crumbs
'3 egkl,
2 - cups tight cream or
half and half.
/
1
2 teaspoon dry mustard
VI teaspoon salt
1,i teaspoon cayenne
pepper
tablespoon butter.
I
cut into small pieces
2 tablespoons chopped
parsley OR scallions

Ade"

v 3-Inch Speaker

GENERAL• ELECTRIC
•

v Up Front Controls
preptirc Shell: In a howl mix together flour and salt. Cut in butter and lard until
mixture resembles coarse meal, Gradually add water and lemon juice mixing lightly
with a fork. Roll out on lightly floured surface '4-inch thick and 13 inches in
•diameter; place in pie pan. Trim off excess dough around edge; decorate edge with
tines of a fork. Cut waxed paper into a 12-inch square; butter one side and place
buttered side down on bottom of shell. Pour 2 cups uncooked rice or beans onto
To

waxed paper (this keeps pastry flat while baki4); Bake 4-9 minutes. Remove waxed
paper and rice. Return shell to oven and bake 10 minutes. To prepare 'Filling:
Sprinkle 2 tablespoons. cheese and bread crumbs over bottom of pastry shell. Top
with /
1
2 the cooked bacon. In mixing bowl beat eggs. creagn, mustard, salt and pepper
until well blended. Stir in remaining cheese:Pull out oven rack, place pan on sack.
Fill with egg mixture. Sprinkle remaining bacon on top; dot with butter. Bake 30-35
minutes or until a knife inserted near center comes out clean. Sprinkle over parsley
OR scallions. Let stand 10`minutes before serving-.
'I tall can (141
/
2 oz.),evaporated Milk plus /
1
4 cup water may be beaten with eggs

and seasonings in place of the 2 cups light cream or half and half.

For a free cookbook of great cheese recipes. write to "cheese. It gives you ideas."
C /0 American Dai7 Association. Box 4448,Chicago, Illinois 60677.

Add asmile witinheese.

dmerican dairy asitodaTii—

v Solid State VHF Tuner

MURRAY APPLIANCE CO
212 Main

Owners
Howard Coy
John Simmons

Phone
753-1586
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Frymier To Speak At Education Meeting
Di. Jack Fryinier, specialist Campus Ministry will deliver
in curriculum research and the invocation.
academic motivation and
A report of the delegate
professor of education at Ohio assembly meeting Thursday.
State University., will be the Oct,• 12, will be made by Dr.
_ featured speaker for the 88th Donald E. Jones, dean of the
'annual First District Education Graduate School at Murray
4.ssociation meeting at Murray State and FDEA exeuctive
secrkary.
State University October 13.
He will, deliver the address
The Murray State band,
during the general assembly under the direction of Roger
program to begin at 1 p.iii in the Reichinuth, will also be On the
university auditorium. His - afternoon program.
•
Group conferences, exhibits
topic will be -Motivation in the
Clastroolu,"
and demonstrations, and
Dr. John G. Taylor, chairman general meetings on 'topics of
of
the
ifrofessinnal
to
department
of interest
educational services at Murray educators are scheduled in the
State and FifICA president, will - morning,followed by luhcheons
• preside during the seshigi. Dr. by different sections of the
Harry M. Sparks, university association.
president, will welcome FDEA
Fryinier, the author of three
members to the campus, the books--"The
Nature
of
Rev. Fred Morton of the United Education. Methods," Fostering
Educational Change," and
"Curricultun Improvement for
Better Schools"-is a co-director
of the Center for the Study of
Motivation and Human Abilities
at Ohio State.
I* is the president elect of

Teacher Exams
To Be Held In
Two Weeks

PI %Nil l's

AMU 60T A
CODED MES5A6E
FROM THE HEAD

for Super:goon and Curriculum
Development, he has also
served as president of the Ohio
section of the ASCD. Frymier
has also been active in several
other
professional
organizations, including both
the
National
Education
Association and the Ohio
Education Association.
s. He earnt•d both the bachelor's
and master's degree at the
University of Miami and the
doctoral degree at the
University, of Florida. The
Indiana native has held
teaching positions at the
University of Miami, the
University of Florida, Temple
University
and
AuburnUniversity and served two
Dr. Jack Fryinier
years as director of instruction
the newly fortned Alliance of in Orlando, Florida, before
Associations for , the Ad- joining the Ohio State faculty in
vancement of 'Education, a 1962.
national organization
More than 2,000 educators
representing associations
from 19 school districts in 13
whose memberships number
West Kentucky counties-more than 400,000.
Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway,
Now president of the Review
Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton,
Commission of the Association
Graves,. Hickman, Livingston,
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken
and Trigg-are members of the
FDEA.
Meetings of the association
are traditionally , held on the
Murray State - University
campus.each year in the early
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Social
Ends 1

GEE,THE STUFF
THEY PUT IN
MAGAZINES
' THESE DAYS

WASHINGTON ( AP
momentous 816%5billio
Security-welfare bi
emerged from the Se
tying dozens of new
and higher taxes. But
reform of the welfare
program indefinitely.
Capping a 17-hour ;
which 40 separate am •
were considered, th•
passed the bill 68 to
today.
The 989-page bill wo
—Provide or increa
Security benefits for
chronically ill old per
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EARTH'S CRUST
The earth's crust is made up
of.granite and basalt rocks.
Granite is found in the upper
part of the crust while basalt is
predominantly in the lower, especially under the oceans
••."

Scheduled at 8 a.
ballroom of the •
4- Student Union Bui
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of the annual FDE
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Superba model features 1£30° SaniCycle, patented
Soak Cycle, 9-position adjustable upper rack.

services at Murra
outgoing presiden

new KitchenAid
portable difhwarherf

No Seen •
Seen and Hear
daily column in
Times, will not
several days sin
will be out of th:

TOP-LOADING PORTABLES
Perfect for small or narrow kitchens. They open up.
not out. Take a minimum of floor space.
FRONT-LOADING PORTABLES
Racks roll all the way out for easy loading.
Handy work surface top. Convertible models may
be built in at anytime.

The W
JACKSON PUR
Cloudy with •
showers_ early •
turning ceioler.
upper 40s. So
during the mor
afternoon and co
low and mid .1
cool Sunday.

new KitchenAid trcvh compactor
with a 30-day money-back guarantee.
If, within 30 days after
purchasing your new
KitchenAid Trash
Compactor you are not
completely satisfied,
contact your participating
dealer. He'll take back the
Compactor and return
your money.

X new KitchenAid
difporerf
Grind all kinds of food
waste. From bones to
stringy vegetables.
Automatic reversing
and unjamming.

Extended out
through Tuesday
Kentucky
Extended Ou
through Tuesda
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Partly
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little cooler M
Tuesday. Hig
Sunday lowe
Monday and 1
morning lows

Look for these exclusive KitchenAid features:

HANDY "LITTER BIN"TM. CHARCOAL AIR FILTER. TRIPLE DRIVE RAM.
Drop in

small items without opening the trash
drawer
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Don Bale To
Education Spe

to

The v. Me variety. of mind-influencing drugs now available
-.was only a foretaste of what
'12
soon will be on the market, ac15
18
' 7
cording to Dr,. Louis West,
• chairman of,isSychiatry at the
l'.•.•.s,•.C'C' ',"19
20 ,,,,.
' — '
• li °
University of California at Los
_I•
A25
Angeles.
22 23 24
t-",1,27 28 29 • 1046
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by 1975 or 1980, there will-be no
ti.': 36
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'
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negate," he said. "All emotions
-,•5
will be available tri bottles."
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Production f Pepper
Profitable for Farmers

About two weeks remain for
prospective teachers who plan
to take the National Teacher
.Examinations at Murray State
University Nov. 11 to submit
their registrations for the tests.
steadily. The first crop grown
- LEXINGTON,
Robert Rowan, director of
Peppers, which weren't grown for processing in 1967 totaled 37
national testing at Murray
for processing in Kentucky acres. The acreage increased to
State, said registrations for the
before 1967. are,now adding 475 the nekt year and to over a
examinations- muSt be fasome one and one-quarter thousand in 1969. Last- year the
warded . so as to
reach million
,dollars to the state's figure was 2250 acres and it is
Educational Testing Service,
expected to be around 3550,
Princeton, N.J. not later than agricultural revenue. Kentucky
this year. The pepper growing
farmers
who
have
started
Oct. 19.
raising peppers have found the area is concentrated in the
"Bulletins of Information"
southern and southeastern part
describing registration crop to be profitable, and
production is likely to continue of the state, reaching from
procedures and containing
Bullitt a County in the east to
registration forms may be expanding in the state, according to Hubert W. Davis of Logan County in the west.
obtained front the Testing
Two kinds of peppers are
the University of Kentucky
Center, Room 350, Education
grownin the state. Bell peppers
College
of
Agriculture.
_Building,
Murray
State
Davis. a UK Extension are by far the most common,
University. Murray, Ky., 42071,
horticulturist
, says Kentucky but some 350 acres of pimento
or directly from National
peppers are also being grown
Teacher Examinations, pepper growers get an average
yield of about five tons per acre, this year.
Educational Testing Service,
With this crop, as with any
. Box 911. Princeton, N.J., 08540. although some top growers get
other, good management is
At the one-day test session a as much as 12 tons per acre.
And a market for the crop is important for successful
candidateniay take the Cornguaranteed,
with prices ranging production. Davis s says land
loon Examinations, which
selection is the most critical
include tests in professional from $70-100 o per ton.
management factor. He says a
The
market
is
guaranteed
education
and
general
general
rule in selecting land on
because
all
of
the
state's
education, and one of the 27
which to grow peppers is that if _
Teaching Area Examinations pepper acreage is contracted to
the land is suitable for tobacco,
designed. to evaluate his un- commercial processors. One of
these is located in Kentucky and it is suitable for peppers. The
r tftnr$4
a _the siLblea,
exception to this is soil whicla is
matter and methods applicable htloree oihers are loeatto44ai4w- 1
vetY
- ibThitrogerr
to the area he may be assigned the state.
Peppers should be grown on
to teach.
The farmer is likely to have well-drained land which is.
Rowan said each candidate 865-80 per acre,invested in his
fairly high in organic matter.
will receive an admission ticket crop by
harvest time,according
The pepper plants, which are
advising him of the exact to Davis. This figure
does not usually supplied by the
location of the center to which include
labor costs. Peppers are processor, are set in the field
he should report.
a hand-harvested crop and during the last half of May using
Candidates for the Common require 80-100 hours of labor per
a tobacco setter. The normal
Examinations will report at .acre. Davis says pepper
population is about 10,000 plants
8:30 a.ni. on Nov. 11, and should growing adapts well to a small
-per acre for bell peppers and
finish about 12:30 p.m., and farm operation where plenty
of
6500-7000 for pimentos. After the
Teaching Area Examinations family labor is available, and is
plants are set, weeds must be
will start at 1:30-p.m. and finish also successful for_the larger
controlled by means of herat approximately 4:15 p.m., producer who hires
outside bicides or cultivation.
according to the test schedule labor. An acreage of between
The
biggest
labor
set up by the Educational one and
teo acres per farm is requirement comes at harvest
Testing Service.
most common in Kentucky.,. time, when 50-70 hours are
required to bring in the crop.
Most pepper growers like the. Peppers nee:146h) be harvested
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. crop and stay in the business about once a week from the
1UPII — The lifdithouse on the' once they get started. Although middle of August until the first
tip of Key Biscayne, called the needs of the processors has killing frost,
usually in October.
Cape Florida. about five miles increased every
year, it has not Davis says labor requirements
due south of this resort city, has
been completely restored. It been a problem to find growers go down as management imwon fame when its keeper and for additional acres, notes' proves, adding thar,many
assistant were attacked by Davis.
producers have to grow their
Indians in it in 1838.
The .
pepper acreage in first crop before they learn good
Kentucky
has
increased management techniques.
• The UK specialist feels there
4nss4ter to Vesterday'S Puzzle
is a great deal of potential for
i
011:1113
7 New'Zealand
OMOO MOO WM more pepper production in the
parrot
"tate. Negotiations are being
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Removes odors, doesn't
just mask them

Assures balanced crunching tome

KitchenAid hot-water
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Great for instant foods
and drinks..Gives you
steaming hot water at
the turn of a knob.

SEE ALL THESE KITCHENAID APPLIANCES NOW.
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